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ABSTRACT

In a multiuser system, several signals are transmitted simultaneously within the same

frequency band. This can result in significant improvements both in spectral efficiency

and system capacity. However, a detrimental effect of the shared transmissions (both in

time and bandwidth), is that the signal received at the base station (BS) or access point

(AP) suffers from cochannel interference (CCI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI).

This situation presents challenges to receiver design. To combat the destructive nature

of multipath fading, a receiver often employs multiple antennas to collect the faded

superimposed versions of the transmitted signals. The multiple signals are combined

and processed in such a way that the effects of CCI and ISI are minimized and the

desired information is reliably recovered. The situation is even more challenging when

the system is operating under overload, i.e. when there are fewer receive antennas than

there are transmitted signals. Multiuser detection (MUD) is used to simultaneously

estimate the information sent by the transmitters. To do this, the receiver exploits

differences among the cochannel signals (through unique spatial signatures in this case).

We consider a cochannel communication system where multiple transmitted signals

arrive at a receiver (equipped with multiple receive antennas) after propagating through

a Rayleigh fading channel. It is assumed that the receiver is operating in an overloaded

scenario. For such systems, an optimum maximum a posterior probability (MAP)

detector estimates the transmitted signal by maximizing the probability of correct

decision. The MAP detector reduces to the maximum likelihood (ML) detector when all

the transmitted signals are equiprobable. The computational complexity of both MAP

and ML detectors increases exponentially with the number of transmitted signals and

the channel memory. For large systems suffering severe CCI and ISI, this is clearly not a
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good choice for real-time implementation due to the associated computational expenses.

The main factors that influence the complexity of MAP / ML detection are: (i) the

number of transmitted signals (or equivalently the number of users sharing the system

resources), (ii) modulation alphabet size, and (iii) length of the channel memory. On

the other hand, linear detection approaches fail to offer acceptable performance while

other nonlinear sub-optimum approaches incur high computational costs for reasonably

improved system performance and exhibit an irreducible error-floor at medium to high

signal to noise ratio (SNR) values [1–11].

We develop receiver signal processing techniques for the frequency-flat fading chan-

nel (where all the multipaths of the transmitted signal arrive at the receiver within a

symbol period). We develop an ant colony optimization (ACO) assisted soft iterative

detection approach for binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulated signals which em-

ploys a simplified MAP criteria to extract the most probable signals from the search

space. The structure of the receiver is such that it can continue operating under over-

loaded conditions. The technique achieves near maximum likelihood (ML) performance

in critically loaded cases using much lower complexity. For the challenging case of over-

load it still offers performance close to ML at low to moderate SNR values. Second, an

integrated framework comprising of ACO metaheuristic and a recursively defined ML

search criteria is developed to handle multilevel modulations. The proposed receiver is

capable of achieving near-ML performance for the considered system with significant

savings in computational complexity. The receiver framework is independent of the

system loading condition, and therefore it remains suitable for overloaded scenarios.

Due to the branch and bound nature of the algorithm, an exact expression for the com-

plexity cannot be determined. Instead, an upper bound on computational complexity

is developed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

A typical electronic communication system is composed of an information source, a

transmitter, channel, a receiver and the intended destination [14]. The source emits

electrical signals which are processed by the transmitter for efficient transmission over

the channel. The channel is a medium (e.g. a wire, an optical fiber or a radio link)

through which the transmitted signals travel toward the receiver. It can be modeled

as a filter which distorts and attenuates the transmitted signal [12]. The receiver is

responsible to extract the correct message upon receiving the distorted source signal.

To do so, it attempts to cancel the effects of the channel and the signal processing

techniques applied at the transmitter (in reverse order).

The maximum error-free information transmission rate supported by a channel is known

as channel capacity1. The capacity of traditional single-input single-output (SISO)

communication systems was first presented in [15] assuming transmission over an ad-

ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. In contrast to AWGN channels, it was

later discovered in [16, 17] that multiple antenna channels are capable of increasing the

available capacity in proportion to the number of transmit antennas.

In a wireless communication system, the channel or the medium for information transfer

is a radio link [18]. Both, the source and destination are equipped with a device

called an antenna which radiates the information signal into the air (in the form of

electromagnetic waves). The transmitted signal propagates through the radio channel

1Channel capacity represents a fundamental constraint on information transmission rate over any
communication channel.
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and impinges on the receiver antenna. The received signal is also contaminated by

AWGN (mainly thermal noise from the receiver front-end). The resulting signal is

then passed to the receiver for processing.

The electromagnetic spectrum available for wireless communication application is al-

ready limited by nature (and thus very expensive), and is regulated by government

agencies. Consequently, the spectrum usage needs to be highly efficient and be allo-

cated in a well-planned manner. In modern wireless communication systems where

multiple signals are transmitted simultaneously within the same frequency band, both

spectral efficiency and system capacity are improved [16, 19–21]. However, the channel

induces the undesirable effects of multipath fading and intersymbol interference (ISI).

Additionally, the overlapping transmissions lead to cochannel interference (CCI) as

the received signal is a weighted superposition of the transmitted signals perturbed by

noise. This presents a challenge to receiver design.

To combat multipath fading, a receiver often employs multiple receive diversity branches

to collect the faded superimposed versions of the transmitted signals [1, 22, 23]. The

multiple received signals are combined and processed in such a way that the effects of

CCI and ISI are minimized.

In this research, we consider a multiple signal cochannel communication system as

shown in Fig. 1.1 where a total of NT signals are transmitted which, after propagating

through the wireless fading channel, arrive at the receiver. It is assumed that the

receiver employs a total of NR antennas for collecting the faded superimposed copies

of all the transmitted signals. Assuming xj (t) to be the signal emitted by the j-th

transmitter, the received signal at the i-th receive antenna can be expressed as

yi (t) =

NT∑
j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
hij (τ, t)xj (t− τ) dτ + ni (t) , i = 1, 2 . . . NR

=

NT∑
j=1

hij (τ, t) ⋆ xj (τ) + ni (t) , (1.1)

where ⋆ denote convolution and {ni (t)} is the AWGN noise process at i-th receive

antenna. The symbol hij (τ, t) represents the time-varying channel impulse response
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Figure 1.1 System model for a generic time-varying, frequency-selective cochannel communication
system.

between the j-th transmitter and the i-th receive antenna (where τ is the multipath

delay and t represents time).

A closer look at (1.1) reveals that the i-th received signal is a faded superposition of NT

transmitted signals perturbed by noise. Also there are a total of NR signals observed

at the receiver (one at each receiving antenna). By collecting these signals, a linear

system of equations can be formed with NT unknowns (i.e. the NT transmitted signals)

and NR equations (i.e. the NR received signals). The detection problem then aims to

estimate the NT unknowns based on NR observations.

In critically loaded or underloaded systems, the number of receive antennas are either

equal to, or exceed the number of transmitted signals (i.e. NR = NT or NR > NT ),

respectively. For such systems, the optimum maximum a posterior probability (MAP)

detector estimates the transmitted signal by minimizing the probability of making a

decision error or equivalently it maximizes the probability of a correct decision. The

MAP detector becomes the maximum likelihood (ML) detector when all possible trans-

mitted signals are equally likely to be chosen for transmission. Both the MAP and the

ML detectors have computational complexity that increases exponentially with the
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number of transmitted signals [23, 24]. Due to this reason, a number of low complexity

detection techniques are developed in the past offering various performance complexity

tradeoffs [4, 25–32].

The situation, however, becomes more challenging when the number of transmitted

signals exceeds the number of receive antennas i.e NR < NT . This condition is referred

to as overloaded. It is clearly evident from (1.1) that there are more unknowns than

equations and thus one have to deal with an underdetermined system. Due to this

reason, most of the detection techniques developed for the systems with NR ≥ NT are

no longer applicable.

From the optimum detection viewpoint, it has been shown in [23] that it is still possible

to recover the transmitted data, but the receiver performance tends to degrade slowly

with each additional signal. For large systems suffering with severe CCI and ISI, the

computational complexity makes real-time implementation difficult. The main factors

that influence the complexity of MAP/ML detection are: (i) the number of transmitted

signals, (ii) the modulation alphabet size, and (iii) the length of the channel memory2.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.2 starts with a brief discussion

on existing signal detection approaches and presents the motivation behind our work.

Section 1.3 presents a thesis overview and a list of publications resulting from the work.

1.2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In a cochannel system supporting multiple simultaneous transmissions within the same

frequency band, the received signals suffer from CCI. The received signal is a weighted

superposition of the transmitted signals perturbed by noise. Assuming a rich-scattering

environment, a receiver equipped with multiple diversity branches (in the form of ap-

propriately spaced receiving antennas) can separate the coupled signals by exploiting

the differences in the spatial channels between each of the transmitters and the receiver

antenna array. Multiuser detection (MUD) is the process used to simultaneously detect

the multiple transmitted signals [12, 24].

2In the case of a frequency-selective fading channel.
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An interesting and rather challenging situation occurs when the system is operating

under overload where there are fewer receive diversity antennas than there are trans-

mitted signals. The optimum detection techniques for this system are joint MAP and

joint ML detection [23, 24]. Unfortunately, their implementation in real time becomes

infeasible as the number of transmitted signals is increased. The complexity of op-

timum detection increases exponentially with the number of transmitted signals, the

number of bits per symbols and the length of the channel memory.

Several attempts have been made in the past to develop low complexity near optimal

detection techniques [2–6, 8–11, 29–31, 33–37]. Sphere detection (SD) [3–5, 8, 30, 34, 36]

yields ML or near ML performance at reduced complexity, but its complexity is ex-

ponential in the number of excess signals when the system is overloaded3. Other sub-

optimum MUD techniques perform badly in overloaded conditions due to singularity

of the channel matrix which contains the channel responses (gains) interconnecting the

transmitters and receivers. For example, zero forcing (ZF) detection [1] and the proba-

bilistic data association (PDA) algorithm [29] cannot be applied due to the singularity

of the channel matrix. A stable ZF solution can be obtained by carefully defining the

linear transformation matrix [10, 38]. The minimum mean-square error (MMSE) de-

tector performance is badly affected in overloaded conditions due to the loss of degrees

of freedom [1]. It is important to note that the performance degradation of the linear

detection techniques is essentially equivalent to singularity of the channel matrix [39].

In [40], a spatially reduced-search joint detection (SRSJD) technique is proposed for

overloaded receivers under AWGN channel assumption. A line-of-sight (LOS) link is

also assumed to be present between the transmitters and the receiving station. It

offers a reduction in complexity by partitioning the receiver structure into two stages.

During the first stage, spatial separation between interfering signals is exploited with

a linear preprocessor. In the second stage, iterative joint detection is performed with a

reduced-state trellis over space. The problem with this method is that it requires the

geometry of the antenna array to be circular with low elevation angle. The complexity

of SRSJD depends on several detector parameters; specifically it varies exponentially

3Excess signals is defined as the number of transmitted signals minus the number of receiving
antennas and is always greater than zero for an overloaded system.
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with the size of the reduced search trellis.

To improve performance over linear detection, a number of algorithms based on a group

detection principle have been developed [2, 9, 11]. In [2], all the interferers out of the

group currently being detected are nulled using a ZF approach. The number of excess

signals cannot be greater than the group size minus one. Similarly, another subop-

timal group detection scheme with improved performance is proposed in [9], where

soft symbol estimates are calculated and iteratively canceled from the received signal.

Complexity in this case is proportional to the number of groups, but increases exponen-

tially with group size. Performance improves as group size is increased or alternatively

when the number of groups is decreased. Hence, the main reduction in complexity

comes from dividing the number of transmitted signals into detection groups. In [11],

a list-based iterative MUD scheme for an overloaded antenna array is proposed for

frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channels. The receiver structure is again divided into

two stages. During the first stage a linear preprocessor is applied for cochannel interfer-

ence reduction. In the second stage, a multiuser detector operates, based on iterative

processing and groupwise detection to extract a list of the most likely user symbols.

It is shown that an overloaded system operating with nine transmitted signals and six

receive diversity branches offer symbol-error rate (SER) performance close to that of an

ML detector at an SNR of 7 dB with a complexity approximately half that of the ML

detector. However, the detector exhibits an error floor with increasing signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR).

Recently, nature inspired metaheuristic optimization techniques such as genetic algo-

rithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and ant-colony optimization (ACO)

algorithms have been developed for solving non-deterministic polynomial-time hard

(NP-hard) optimization problems. Since the search space of the optimal MAP/ML de-

tector is discrete with a solution having integer components, it is therefore an integer

least-squares optimization problem [41]. Furthermore, it belongs to the class of NP-

hard, combinatorial optimization (CO) problems [24, 42]. The heuristic approaches,

the metaheuristic techniques (i.e. GA, ACO, PSO) can also be used for solving the

MUD problem. These algorithms have already been successfully applied to MUD in
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code-division multiple access (CDMA) systems [43–52].

In the context of overloaded array processing, GA assisted techniques are developed

in [6] and [10], for low complexity suboptimal signal detection. In [6], a technique

based on a combination of adaptive filtering and GA is presented. It is shown that

GA can achieve good performance in an overloaded system by exploiting the a priori

information generated by a specially designed spatial filter. In [10], a soft-biased tech-

nique based on GA is proposed. This scheme performs satisfactorily provided channel

estimation is sufficiently accurate. Our work in this area is based on the fact that, for

a direct-sequence CMDA (DS-CDMA) system, the performance of ACO based MUD

converges to that of optimal MUD much faster (with significant complexity savings) in

comparison to its GA based counterpart [51]. In this regard, ACO has already been

used for near ML detection for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems [31].

This last approach relies on the QR factorization of the channel matrix and cannot

easily handle the singularity problem seen in the overloaded scenario.

1.3 OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS

The aim of this thesis is to design reduced complexity near-optimum performance de-

tection techniques for multiple signal cochannel communication systems. We develop

receiver architectures to work in underloaded, critically loaded and overloaded sce-

narios. Ant colony optimization as an outer framework is integrated with simplified

ML/MAP criteria. The resulting algorithms achieve ML or near-ML performance while

offering significant savings in terms of required computational efforts.

1.3.1 Thesis Overview

The thesis is divided into seven chapters addressing different aspects of this work.

In chapter 2, the impact of multipath fading is examined followed by a summary of

diversity approaches to combat its effects. Multiple access methods are introduced

for the purpose of better utilization of the radio spectrum. The chapter ends with a

discussion on spatial multiplexing systems and presents a system model for multiple
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signal cochannel communication systems.

Chapter 3 summarizes existing approaches for signal detection. The different detection

methods fall in one of two main categories: linear and nonlinear detection techniques.

Key developments are discussed for each category along with their advantages and

shortcomings.

In Chapter 4, we present ACO assisted reduced-complexity detection techniques for

binary and non-binary signals. The developed algorithms are discussed along with the

associated heuristic designs. An overview of the associated computational costs along

with a performance-complexity tradeoff is provided at the end.

A near-ML approach for the detection of non-binary signals based on ACO is presented

in Chapter 5. The heuristic framework and its integration with the ACO algorithm

is discussed. A complexity bound is developed and performance comparisons are pro-

vided.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents thesis conclusion and discusses the proposed future research.

1.3.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis develops reduced complexity near-optimum performance detection algo-

rithms based on an ACO metaheuristic for cochannel systems. It is assumed that

the receiver has multiple receiving antennas to collect multiple copies of the Rayleigh

faded superimposed transmitted signals. We consider an overloaded receiver antenna

array where the linear suboptimum approaches fail to offer acceptable performance

while other approaches either incur high computational costs or exhibit an irreducible

error-floor at medium to high SNR values.

We have developed an ACO based receiver which treats the detection problem as finding

a shortest path over a weighted multigraph representing all possible solutions. The

artificial ants walk on the graph and probabilistically build candidate solution vectors.

The search process is guided by pheromone trails and the heuristic values. An overview

of our contributions is presented below:

• We first developed an ACO based soft iterative detection approach which relies
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on a simplified MAP criteria to extract the most probable signals from the en-

tire search space. The scheme can handle only binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)

modulated signals. Due to iterative soft signal processing, channel coding schemes

can be easily incorporated into the developed receiver. Performance results show

that our approach can achieve near ML performance at significantly reduced com-

plexity for critically loaded systems and continues to provide good performance

under overloaded scenarios.

• Second, an integrated framework is developed which comprises the ACO meta-

heuristic and a recursively defined ML search criteria to tackle multilevel mod-

ulations. The receiver is capable of handling overloaded environments and also

achieves near-ML performance with significantly reduced complexity. The pro-

posed receiver consists of a preprocessing stage and a solution construction phase.

The preprocessing stage obtains an MMSE estimate and performs a Cholesky fac-

torization of the channel matrix. The solution construction phase then employs

the ACO algorithm and partial ML metric (PMM) to extract a list of most likely

candidate solution vectors. Due to the branch and bound nature of the algo-

rithm, an exact expression for the complexity cannot be determined. Instead, an

upper bound on computational complexity is developed. The performance results

suggest that the proposed receiver achieves ML performance with considerable

computational savings.

The following publications have been produced during the course of this research

1. K. T. Tasneem, P. A. Martin, D. P. Taylor,”Iterative soft detection of cochannel

signals using ant colony optimization,” IEEE 23rd International Symposium on

Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), pp.1617-1621, 9-

12 Sept. 2012.

2. K. T. Tasneem, P. A. Martin, D. P. Taylor,”Detection of Multiple Cochannel

Signals using Ant Colony Optimization in Overloaded Environments”, submitted

to IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology.





Chapter 2

COMMUNICATION OVER WIRELESS FADING CHANNELS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, wireless communication has emerged as a rapidly growing

field of communication offering many design and optimization challenges to communi-

cation engineers. Wireless communication offers connectivity between different devices

free of wires thus avoiding the work and cost of laying cables. This also increases the

reachability to places where wireline telephony is either not cost-effective or in some

cases impossible. Secondly, the significant growth and improvements in very-large-scale

integration (VLSI) technology have resulted in miniature and low-powered electronic

devices capable of performing sophisticated signal processing tasks in real-time.

On a commercial note, the popularity and acceptance of cellular telephony is evident as

there are approximately six billion users worldwide [53]. In addition, wired local-loops

from telephone exchange to end-users’ premises and the wired local area networks in-

stalled in many homes and businesses are being replaced by their wireless counterparts,

wireless local-loop and wireless local area networks, respectively. Other applications

of wireless communication include wireless sensor networks, remote controlled homes

and wireless personal area networks. More recently, the development of new wireless

devices, e.g. smart phones and tablets, and improvements in laptop technology have re-

sulted in mounting pressure on existing wireless communication systems and standards

to support higher data rates, greater system capacity, efficient energy consumption and

better quality of service.

From the point of view of researchers and engineers in the field, all the associated phys-
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ical processes and requirements translate into mathematical models and constraints

that need to be optimized for the intended solutions. Some of those have already been

resolved while many of them are under consideration by researchers. Furthermore,

many of those resolved are still under constant optimization and tuning for further im-

provements in terms of various figures of merits mentioned above. Practically, wireless

transmission suffers from many different types of impairments that are inherent in the

wireless environment.

This chapter starts with a brief overview of propagation phenomena in Section 2.2

followed by a summary of different statistical models used for multipath fading channels

in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the role of diversity and the different types of diversity

combining techniques are discussed. A preview of some of the major multiple access

techniques is provided in Section 2.5. A discussion of spatial multiplexing systems

is presented in Section 2.6 and the system model of a multiple-antenna cochannel

communication system is introduced. At the end, a short summary of the chapter is

provided in Section 2.7.

2.2 THE WIRELESS CHANNEL

In wireless communication, free-space is the medium for carrying information from

source to destination. Before information is transmitted over the air, several transfor-

mations and signal processing operations are performed resulting in its digital represen-

tation [54]. The digital data in the form of binary pulses is filtered or shaped and then

modulated to produce a signal which is finally transmitted as an electromagnetic wave.

The terminal equipment is fabricated with antennas for the purpose of radiating the

signal into the atmosphere. Once the signal is transmitted, it propagates through the

medium in the form of a radio wave towards the intended receiver. Here it is important

to note two fundamental impairments affecting the signal: fading and interference.

Fading happens at both small-scale levels and large-scale levels. Small-scale fading,

simply referred to as fading, is the result of constructive and destructive interference

of multiple copies of the same signal arriving at the receiver along different paths. It
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is important to note that the fading process is sensitive to receiver movements, and

therefore, a slight change in the receiver position1 may change the received signal

amplitude [55].

On the other hand, variation in the average received signal strength due to increasing

distance and shadowing by large objects (e.g. high-rise buildings, mountains, etc.)

placed between the transmitter and the receiver is called large-scale fading [56]. It is

the result of movement over distances large enough to cause gross variations in the

signal strength and is usually on the order of the cell size [55]. Large-scale fading

phenomena typically do not depend on frequency.

Interference can happen between the signals transmitted by a single transmitter due to

the delay dispersion inherent in the wireless channel or between the signals transmitted

by different sources to a common destination [57]. In the former case, it is termed inter-

symbol interference (ISI), whereas in the latter case the interference is called cochannel

interference (CCI).

Fig. 2.1 depicts a baseband model of a typical SISO wireless communication system.

The source emits information which is first converted to digital format suitable for

processing by digital signal processors. The modulator then produces the information

signal, x (t), which is radiated into free-space by the source antenna. The transmitted

signal propagates through the wireless channel represented by its time-varying impulse

response, h (τ, t), and finally impinges on the receiver antenna where noise, n (t), is

added to form the received signal, y (t). The channel acts as a linear filter transforming

the input signal x (t) into the output signal y (t) according to the relation [12]

y (t) = h (τ, t) ⋆ x (t) + n (t) (2.1)

where (⋆) denotes convolution. It is the task of communication engineers to design

efficient and robust signal processing/coding techniques which are able to offer the

desired quality of service in the presence of multipath fading and interference.

1Usually of the order of carrier wavelength.
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Figure 2.1 Block diagram of a baseband wireless communication system.

2.2.1 Multipath Fading

Radio waves representing the information signal originate from the transmitting an-

tenna and travel through free space to reach the destination via a number of different

spatial paths. During propagation, they are affected by the terrain and different phys-

ical objects in their path including buildings, hills and trees. As a result, the waves

undergo reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering. These phenomena combined

with the nature of the atmosphere and the weather conditions define the channel be-

havior and the characteristics of the received signal [55].

The channel may be characterized by its impulse response, h (τ, t), which is the channel

output at time t to an extremely short-duration pulse or an impulse at time t−τ . It can

be observed that the received signal is composed of a train of impulses when the input

signal, x (t), is an impulse as depicted in Fig 2.2. The time elapsed between the impulses

is specified by the variable τ . An individual impulse in the impulse-train actually

represent a multipath component. Associated with i-th such multipath component is

its attenuation factor, ai (t), propagation delay τi (t) and phase shift ϕi (t). The total

number of such multipath components is often very large and collectively termed as

multipath. Furthermore, the attenuation factor and propagation delay of each impulse

(or equivalently the multipath component) inside an impulse-train also changes if the

same channel probing experiment is performed at different times thus depicting the

time-varying nature of the channel. Therefore, the channel impulse response for discrete
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Figure 2.2 Multipath phenomena and impulse response of a time-varying wireless channel [12].

multipath components can be written as [12]

h (τ, t) =
∑
i

ai (t) e
jϕi(t)δ (t− τi (t)), (2.2)

where δ (·) represents the unit impulse function. Now, suppose the input to the channel

is an unmodulated carrier at frequency fc, i.e. x (t) = 1 at baseband. In the absence

of noise, the baseband received signal can be expressed using (2.1) and (2.2) as [12]

y (t) =
∑
i

ai (t) e
jϕi(t), (2.3)

where j =
√
−1 and ϕi (t) = −2πfcτn (t). Clearly, a conventional receiver is unable to

distinguish between the different multipath components and therefore it superimposes

them. Sometimes the receiver adds these multipath components constructively (or in-

phase) resulting in a better overall received signal strength, whereas at other times the

multipath components are added destructively (or out-of-phase) resulting in a rapid fall

in the received signal strength which is termed a fade. This fluctuation in the received

signal strength is calledmultipath fading. Note that the effect of fading strongly depends

on the spatial position of the receiver i.e. a slight change in receiver position in space
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can result in a change in ϕi (t) and ai (t), thus changing the overall received signal

quality. Usually, the number of multipath components is large and the central limit

theorem can be invoked, [58], to model the channel impulse response as a complex-

valued Gaussian random process in the variable t.

Small-scale fading can be further classified as frequency-flat/flat or frequency-selective

(due to channel time-dispersion) and slow or fast (depending on the frequency-dispersive

nature of the channel) [12, 56]. A received signal is said to have experienced flat fading

if the channel gain, ai (t), remains constant whereas the phase response, ϕi (t), varies

linearly over a bandwidth greater than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. In

such conditions, the received signal amplitude fluctuates due to the variations in the

channel gain resulting from the superimposed multipath components. However, the

spectral characteristics of the transmitted signal remain intact at the receiver and all

the multipath components are confined within one signaling interval, Ts. On the other

hand, if the radio channel has a constant gain, ai (t), and linear phase response, ϕi (t),

over a bandwidth smaller than that of the transmitted signal, the transmitted signal

is said to have undergone frequency-selective fading. As a result, the various spectral

components of the signal are distorted differently. Viewed in the time-domain, the

received signal in a given signaling interval is composed of multipath components of

the signal transmitted in the current interval (which is considered to be the desired

signal) as well as signals transmitted in previous intervals. This phenomenon is called

intersymbol interference (ISI) and can cause severe degradation in the received signal

quality. It can be said that the channel possesses memory and acts like a finite-state

machine if the memory is finite.

Time-selective fading occurs when there is a relative motion between the transmitter

and the receiver or due to the presence of moving scatterers in the surroundings. Then

Doppler spread appears in the received signal spectrum, causing frequency dispersion.

If the Doppler spread is significant relative to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal,

the received signal is said to undergo fast fading. On the other hand, if the Doppler

spread of the channel is insignificant compared to the bandwidth of the baseband signal,

the signal is said to undergo slow fading.
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2.2.2 Interference

In wireless communication, the presence of signal interference limits the system cover-

age, capacity and performance. Most modern wireless communication systems exist in

challenging environments. These include wireless networks ranging from commercial

cellular systems to specialized mobile radio and paging/broadcast systems. Also many

wireless applications coexist in the unlicensed ISM band. These systems may result in

mutual interference.

ISI and CCI are the two fundamental type of interference in wireless communication

systems. The notion of ISI is already described in detail in the last section. In wire-

less cochannel systems, multiple signals (belonging to single or many different users)

transmitted simultaneously within the same frequency band also interfere with each

other causing CCI [57]. CCI can be among the signals transmitted by different sources

communicating with a common destination (e.g. uplink of a cellular system where

multiple users communicate with a common base-station) or among the signals trans-

mitted by a single source to multiple destinations (e.g. downlink of a cellular system

where base-station communicates with multiple users). Another type of interference

called adjacent channel interference (ACI) is also present in wireless channels and oc-

curs between signals which are on neighboring frequencies [56]. ACI occurs due to

poorly designed receiver filters which allow the adjacent frequencies to penetrate into

the passband of the desired signal or due to relative Doppler shifts.

2.3 STATISTICAL MODELING OF MULTIPATH CHANNELS

The wireless channel acts as a filter to the input signals emitted by the source and

transform them into faded, noisy received signals. The receiver has to extract correct

information from the received signal. Clearly, this is not possible without an accurate

understanding of the nature of the channel impulse or frequency response. Theoret-

ically, a multipath channel is modeled as a random process and several probability

distributions are considered for modeling its stochastic nature depending on the as-

sumptions possible in the real world. This helps in developing appropriate robust and
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efficient signal processing techniques. In the presence of a large number of scatterers in

the environment, the number of multipath components arriving at the receiver is large.

In such a situation, the central limit theorem is applicable and the resulting model for

the channel impulse response is a complex Gaussian random process.

2.3.1 Rayleigh Fading

In the presence of a large number of buildings, trees, houses, mountains etc. the exis-

tence of a direct signal component between the transmitter and receiver is not possible.

The signal observed at the receiver is the superposition of various reflected, refracted

and diffracted multipath components resulting in a zero mean complex Gaussian fad-

ing process. At any particular instant, the amplitude of this fading process is Rayleigh

distributed while the phase follows a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 2π] [12].

The probability density function (PDF) of the Rayleigh distribution can be expressed

as follows [12, 54]

p (r) =


2r
σ2 exp

(
− r2

σ2

)
if r ≥ 0

0 otherwise.

(2.4)

The symbol σ2 represents average power of the fading process.

2.3.2 Rician Fading

In some cases, particularly in fixed wireless systems, there is a direct dominant signal

component, termed the LOS component, between the transmitter and receiver in ad-

dition to many reflected multipath components. The presence of this LOS component

results in the fading process being complex Gaussian with a non-zero mean. The ap-

propriate model used to describe the statistical fluctuations of signals received from all

the paths in this case is known as the Rician distribution [59].
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The Rician distribution can be expressed by its PDF as [12, 56]

p (r) =


r
σ2 exp

(
− r2+A2

2σ2

)
I0
(
rA
σ2

)
if r ≥ 0, A ≥ 0

0 otherwise.

(2.5)

Here, A is the peak amplitude of the LOS component and σ2 is again the noise power.

I0(·) is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind defined as

I0(r) =

∫ 2π

0
exp (−r cosϕ) dϕ. (2.6)

The Rician distribution is usually defined in terms of a parameter called the K-factor,

which is the ratio of the power in the deterministic component of the signal to the

variance of the multipath component. The Rician factor K is given as ??

K =
A2

2σ2
. (2.7)

It is important to note that as the LOS component vanishes (A → 0 or equivalently

(K)dB → −∞) the fading process only possess reflected multipath components and the

Rician PDF converges to the Rayleigh PDF.

2.4 INTRODUCING DIVERSITY IN MULTIPATH FADING CHANNELS

It is evident, that the multipath fading in traditional SISO wireless links adversely

affects the propagating signals. In order to mitigate its effects, diversity techniques can

be used to improve the reliability of the transmission without increasing the transmitted

power or sacrificing bandwidth. The concept of diversity revolves around the idea that

if the receiver can be supplied with more than one independently faded version of the

same signal then the probability that all those signals will be in a deep fade at the same

time can be significantly reduced. This implies that some copies of the same signals may

be severely faded (experiencing deep fade) while others can be less attenuated (from

other independent paths offering less severe fading). Apart from diversity, multipath

fading phenomena also plays a positive role in increasing the system capacity as in
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MIMO wireless communication systems by employing multiple transmit and receive

antennas at both the transmitting and receiving sides.

For the purpose of better understanding, it is convenient to express the continuous-time

signal model of (2.1) in its discrete-time equivalent counterpart. The signal in (2.1)

can be symbol-spaced sampled to obtain the equivalent discrete-time representation as

[18]

yk =
N∑
i=1

√
Esxihk−i + nk, for k = 1, 2 and i = 0, 1, 2 . . . N − 1 (2.8)

where N represents the channel response length and Es is the average transmitted

energy.

The transmitted information signals {xi} are chosen from a linear signal modulation

(e.g. pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), phase-shift keying (PSK) or quadrature am-

plitude modulation (QAM)). For the purpose of normalization, we assume Ts = 1

second which also makes Es the transmitted power during the signaling period. The

channel gain hk is assumed to be complex Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance

i.e. the channel energy is normalized to σ2h = 1. This assumption is used for both

flat-fading channels where N = 1, and frequency-selective channels where N > 1 and

the channel impulse response is composed of multiple taps (i.e. the total energy in all

the taps is normalized,
∑N

k=1E
(
|hk|2

)
= 1). Finally, the noise is assumed to be zero

mean complex Gaussian with variance σ2n.

To explain the concept of diversity, a frequency-flat fading scenario is considered (i.e.

hk = 0 for k > 1). In such a case, the input-output relation in (2.8) can be further

simplified to

yk =
√
Es hxk + nk. (2.9)

In this discrete-time baseband representation, the channel gain can be interpreted as

a phasor, h = |h| ejϕh , which is multiplied with the transmitted signal, xk = |xk| ejϕxk ,

resulting in its scaling and rotation thus transforming it into the received signal, yk =

|yk| ejϕyk . Here, ϕxk
, ϕyk and ϕh denote the phases associated with xk, yk and h,

respectively. When this scaling and rotation is severe in nature (in other words when

the channel is in a deep fade, |h| → 0), it is an extremely difficult task for the receiver
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to recover the transmitted information. To overcome this, a receiver is provided with

L independently faded replicas of the signal, y1, y2 . . . yL. The receiver attempts to

process these copies so as to recover the transmitted signal reliably.

Now, if p is the probability that one of the copies will fade below some threshold value

then the probability that all L copies will fade simultaneously is proportional to pL.

Diversity techniques are commonly classified as spatial diversity, polarization diversity,

time diversity or frequency diversity. These are the core diversity techniques. Some

practical systems use a combination of two or more of these methods to provide multi-

dimensional diversity in order to meet the specified system performance requirements.

For example, multiple receive antennas at the base stations are used in conjunction

with interleaving and error control coding to simultaneously exploit space and time

diversity in GSM [59].

2.4.1 Basic Techniques

Frequency Diversity

One way to obtain L independently faded samples of the same signal is to send the

signal on L sufficiently separated carrier frequencies [12]. Before specifying adequate

frequency spacing we define the coherence bandwidth of a channel as follows [56].

Definition 2.1: Coherence bandwidth is a statistical measure of the range of frequen-

cies over which the channel passes all the spectral components with almost equal gain

and linear phase.

Notice that the spectral components of a transmitted signal will remain intact if it

occupies a bandwidth less than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. Viewing it

from another angle, if two signals are transmitted with a frequency-domain separation

greater than the coherence bandwidth, they will fade independently. Thus, if the data is

sent on carriers that are spaced by more than the coherence bandwidth of the channel,

frequency diversity can be achieved.
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Time Diversity

Another way to achieve the multiple independently faded versions of the same signals is

time diversity. If the transmitted signal is repeated in time such that the time duration

between successive repetitions is large enough for the channel characteristics to change

from one state to another, the received signals can undergo independent fading [12].

To specify a time interval sufficient for this purpose, we define coherence time of the

channel [56]

Definition 2.2: Coherence time is the statistical measure of time duration over which

the channel impulse response is invariant.

In this case, if two signals are transmitted with a time-domain separation of more than

the coherence time, they will experience independent fading. Thus it can be said that,

if data is repeated in time with time duration greater than the coherence time of the

channel, then time diversity can be guaranteed [56]. If the data rate is fixed, higher

Doppler will provide greater time diversity though not necessarily better reception

quality as higher Doppler means greater ISI.

Antenna Diversity

System performance in multipath fading environments can be improved using spatial

diversity which can be achieved by placing L sufficiently spaced antennas in space

(typically half a wavelength or more between the antennas is sufficient [55]). This

also requires appropriate signal processing that combines the received signals from the

various antennas in an effective manner. Spatial or space diversity is also called antenna

diversity. It can be achieved by using multiple antennas at either the transmitter or the

receiver. If multiple antennas are used at the receiver to collect independently faded

copies of the transmitted signal then it is called receive diversity. On the other hand, if

multiple antennas are employed at the transmitter then it is called transmit diversity

[17]. Spatial diversity does not introduce any loss in bandwidth efficiency which is a

very attractive feature for designing systems with high data rate.
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Figure 2.3 Combiner structure in a diversity aided receiver.

2.4.2 Diversity Combining

The main objective of all diversity techniques is to increase SNR at the receiver thereby

improving the error-rate performance of the system. This enhancement actually de-

pends upon how the different replicas of the signal are combined at the receiver. The

aim of diversity combining is to extract maximum gain out of those faded copies by

maximizing the received SNR. In this section, the diversity combining techniques are

described with reference to spatial diversity. These combining techniques are equally

applicable to the other diversity methods discussed above.

For the interference-free environment, the most common space diversity combining tech-

niques employed at the receiver for combining the received signal replicas are selection

combining, switched combining, maximal ratio combining, and equal gain combining

[59–61]. Before discussing each of these techniques individually, we assume that the re-

ceiver is equipped with L sufficiently spaced antennas to collect L independently faded

copies of the same signal. The received signal at the l-th antenna can be expressed as

yl =
√
Es hlx+ nl, (2.10)
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where l = 1, 2 . . . L. Each of the channel gains are an independent and identically dis-

tributed (iid) Gaussian random variable with mean zero, E
(
|hl|2

)
= 1 and E (hlh

∗
k) =

0. Also, the instantaneous received SNR at the l-th antenna is defined as

γinstl = |hl|2
Es

N0
, (2.11)

where N0 is the noise power spectral density which is the same as the noise variance as

we are assuming the transmission bandwidth to be 1 Hz for normalization purposes.

Fig. 2.3 depicts the general structure of the diversity receiver where the weights are

determined according to the chosen diversity combining method.

Selection Combining

In selection combining, a receiver equipped with L antennas selects the signal that

offers the best decision statistic, ym at the m-th receive antenna. The decision statistic

used in selection combining can be based on either the maximum SNR or the lowest

bit-error-rate (BER). In the maximum SNR case, diversity branch m corresponding to

the maximum instantaneous SNR, γinstm , is selected for further processing. Therefore,

the weights are chosen according to [61, 62]

wm =


1 m ∈ γinstm where, γinstm = maxl

{
γinstl

}
0 otherwise.

(2.12)

When the lowest BER criterion is used, the diversity branch offering the lowest BER is

employed for signal detection. The source transmits a training sequence to the receiver.

The receiver demodulates each of the received signals, calculates the associated BER

and selects the antenna that offers the smallest BER.

Switched Combining

One of the drawbacks of selection combining is that the receiver must continuously

monitor all the antennas in order to select a particular antenna. As an alternative

solution, switched combining can be employed. In switched combining, the receiver
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scans all L antennas and selects the first signal it finds offering the SNR γinstm greater

than a threshold value γinstT [62]. The combiner chooses the weights wm according to

[61, 62]

wm =


1 m ∈ γinstm where, γinstm =

(
γinstl > γinstT

)
0 otherwise.

(2.13)

When γinstm falls below the threshold γinstT , the receiver starts the scanning process

again and switches to a branch offering a selection value greater than the threshold

value. A distinctive feature of both selection and switched combining is that they do

not require the knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) and can therefore be

used in combination with both coherent and non-coherent modulation schemes.

Maximal Ratio Combining

In both selection and switched combining, the receiver exploits only one of the L

available independent received copies of the same signal. In other words, the energy of

the other L−1 available signal replicas is simply wasted. This drawback is overcome by

the maximum ratio combining (MRC) method. Assuming the availability of channel-

state information (CSI), the MRC combiner first calculates L complex weights wm =

|wm| e(jθm) from the estimated channel gains as follows [61, 62]

wm = h∗m. (2.14)

An attempt is then made to maximize the output SNR by multiplying each of the

signal replicas with the corresponding weight and adding them all to produce the final

decision statistic. The output signal in MRC is thus a weighted linear combination of

the signal replicas {yi}Ll=1 expressed as

y =
L∑
l=1

wlyl. (2.15)

Since MRC can only operate based on the availability of CSI, it can work only with

coherent signaling schemes.
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Equal Gain Combining

Equal gain combining (EGC) also employs the superposition principle for signal com-

bining with the only difference being that the magnitude of the complex weights are

set equal to 1 i.e. |wm| = 1 which implies wm can be expressed as

wm = ejϕm . (2.16)

In other words, the combining is carried out to align the phases without worrying about

the effects of the fading amplitudes, which clearly is a suboptimum approach. The

benefit of EGC over MRC is complexity savings as it does not require the estimation

of the fading amplitudes.

2.5 MULTIPLE ACCESS TECHNIQUES

A wireless communication system operates within a certain frequency band. Spectrum

is a limited and expensive resource that needs to be used wisely. Most practical systems

allow multiple users to share a common channel to exploit the available bandwidth

more efficiently. Some examples of wireless communication systems using this idea,

where multiple transmitters share a common communication channel, include: cellu-

lar systems where multiple users simultaneously transmit their signals to a common

base-station, satellite communication systems where several ground stations send infor-

mation to a satellite, wireless local area networks where multiple devices are connected

to a common access point etc. Each of the message sources in such a communication

system is called a user and the whole system is termed a multiuser communication

system. A generic model of a multiuser communication system is shown in Fig.2.4.

For such systems, access to the communication channel by system users must be con-

trolled in a manner that avoids the detrimental effects of multiple access interference.

Several different multiple access techniques are possible in order to accomplish this

task.
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Figure 2.4 General model of a multiple access communication system.

2.5.1 Frequency Division Multiple Access

In frequency division multiple access (FDMA) [56], the available transmission band-

width B is partitioned into K non-overlapping frequency subbands or subchannels each

having a bandwidth B/K. Upon request, one of the available subchannels can be al-

located to a particular user. Fig. 2.5 depicts the channelization for a typical FDMA

system.

The first generation Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) is an example of an

analog cellular communication system. In AMPS, the uplink operates in the frequency

band 824−849 MHz while the downlink is supported in the 869−894 MHz band. Each

requesting user is assigned one radio channel consisting of a pair of simplex channels

with 45 MHz separation [56, 62].

2.5.2 Time Division Multiple Access

Another simple strategy to control the channel access is to divide the frame interval of

TF seconds into K non-overlapping sub-intervals each of duration TF /K seconds [56].

As an access request arrives from a user, a subinterval is assigned for transmission.

This strategy is called Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA). In TDMA, each of

the subintervals requires synchronization and channel estimation, which increases the
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Figure 2.5 Channelization scheme for FDMA systems.

signal processing requirements. The duration of each subinterval needs to be calculated

appropriately as an insufficient duration may require synchronization and channel es-

timation tasks more frequently in which case the overall information interchange will

be less than the overhead. Similarly, if the subinterval length is large then the channel

may change within the subinterval and the equalizer will have to track the channel

variations [56, 62]. Fig. 2.6 depicts the channelization scheme used in a typical TDMA

system.

The second generation Global System for Mobiles (GSM) standard is an example of

commercial digital communication system based on TDMA principles. The uplink

frequency range for GSM is 890-915 MHz whereas the downlink frequency range is

935-960 MHz. Each of the transmission channels consists of an uplink channel and a

downlink channel separated by 45 MHz and time-shared by eight users [63].

2.5.3 Code Division Multiple Access

As an alternative to both FDMA and TDMA, CDMA [24] allows multiple transmissions

to be possible within the same time and frequency. Each of the requesting users is

assigned a unique user-specific code or signature sequence. These codes are designed

in such a way that they possess zero or very low cross correlations. The user spreads
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his data using the signature sequence to a much larger bandwidth. At the receiver,

the signals arriving from different users are separated by correlating the received signal

with each of the user-specific signature sequence [12]. If there are some users whose

signature sequences are not fully orthogonal then they may cause interference into the

desired user’s decision statistics. This interference can become severe if the power level

of those users is larger than the desired user. This situation is called the near-far effect

and it requires a robust power control mechanism [12, 24, 62]. Fig. 2.7 depicts the

structure of a typical CDMA system.

An example of a practical CDMA system is the Interim Standard 95 standard developed

by Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA). The standard recommended the

uplink operation in the frequency band 824 − 849 MHz and the downlink within the

frequency band 869 − 894 MHz. A CDMA channel is composed of a pair of simplex

channels separated by 45 MHz with many users sharing the channel simultaneously

[64]. Others examples include wideband CDMA (WCDMA) and similar systems.

2.6 SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM

In Section 2.4.2, the use of multiple antennas at the receiver is described for the purpose

of achieving spatial diversity to effectively combat multipath fading. The attractive

feature of this technique is that it does not compromise the transmitted data rate

and bandwidth. Another interesting situation occurs when multiple transmit antennas

simultaneously send independent data streams to a receiver equipped with multiple

antennas at the same carrier frequency. Such a configuration of multiple transmit

and receive antennas is often called a multiple-input multiple output (MIMO), spatial

multiplexing (SM) or a cochannel communication system. Originally proposed in [1,

22], MIMO/SM systems captured great attraction because of promising theoretical

results later discovered in [16, 19–21], it was shown that the information-theoretic

capacity of a SM system increases linearly with the number of transmitted signals.

From the detection point of view, it is shown in [23] that the independent spatial

channels among different users can be exploited to reliably separate the transmitted

signals.
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Figure 2.8 Block diagram of a generic time-varying fading cochannel communication system.

Multiple data streams can either originate from a single source or they may represent

data transmitted by several users2 to a common base-station. In the first case, the

system is called point-to-point (PP) MIMO whereas in the later case it is referred to

as a multiuser (MU) MIMO system. Unlike PP MIMO systems, joint encoding of

information is not possible in a MU MIMO system since the users are geographically

dispersed throughout the coverage area. Another characteristic of the two systems is

the difference in their power constraints and control mechanisms. In the first case,

since the transmitting antennas are co-located, the total transmitted power can be

kept constant. Adding an antenna at the source causes the power transmitted by each

individual antenna to be equally reduced. In the case of a MU MIMO system, a power

control mechanism for multiuser systems is implemented to compensate for differences

in the path loss and to maintain a peak power constraint. Fig. 2.8 shows a typical block

diagram of a cochannel communication system. The multiple-antenna configuration

becomes PP MIMO if all the transmitters are co-located or it may represent a MU

MIMO system if the transmitters are assumed to be individual users.

2Each of the user may be assumed to be equipped with one or more antennas.
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2.6.1 System Model

We consider a multiple-antenna system withNT transmitters and a base-station equipped

with NR receive antennas as shown in Fig. 2.8. The time-varying channel impulse re-

sponse between the j-th transmitter and the i-th receive antenna is denoted hij (τ, t),

where τ is the multipath delay and t represents the channel variation with time. The

overall channel between all the transmitters and receiver antenna array is characterized

by a NR ×NT channel matrix H (τ, t) as

H (τ, t) =



h11 (τ, t) h12 (τ, t) . . . h1NT
(τ, t)

h21 (τ, t) h22 (τ, t) . . . h2NT
(τ, t)

...
...

...

hNR1 (τ, t) hNR2 (τ, t) . . . hNRNT
(τ, t)


. (2.17)

Assuming xj (t) to be the signal transmitted by the j-th transmitter, the received signal

at the i-th receive antenna can be expressed as

yi (t) =

NT∑
j=1

∫ ∞

−∞
hij (τ, t)xj (t− τ) dτ + ni (t) , i = 1, 2 . . . NR

=

NT∑
j=1

hij (τ, t) ⋆ xj (τ) + ni (t) , (2.18)

where ⋆ denotes convolution and {ni (t)} are samples of i.i.d. complex Gaussian random

process with mean zero and power spectral density N0. Collecting the received signals

from all antennas, the above received signal can be written in vector-matrix notation

as

y (t) = H (τ, t) ⋆ x (τ) + n (t) . (2.19)

When the channel is slowly varying and flat-fading, the variables τ and t can be removed

because the channel matrix H (τ, t) is constant over these variables. The received signal

can thus be written as

y (t) = Hx (t) + n (t) , (2.20)
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where

H =



h11 h12 . . . h1NT

h21 h22 . . . h2NT

...
...

. . .
...

hNR1 hNR2 . . . hNRNT


. (2.21)

In scalar form, the received signal in (2.20) can be expressed as

yi (t) =

NT∑
j=1

hij xj (t) + ni (t) , i = 1, 2 . . . NR. (2.22)

Assuming symbol-synchronous transmission, the symbol rate sampled, received signal

at the output of the demodulator associated with the i-th antenna is a linear combina-

tion of the NT transmitted signals perturbed by noise. It is expressed as

yi =

NT∑
j=1

√
Ex,j

NT
hij xj + νi, i = 1, 2 . . . NR, (2.23)

where xj is the |χ|-ary symbol transmitted by the j-th transmitter and is chosen from

a signal modulation such as PSK or QAM. For the sake of simplicity, all signals are

assumed to be chosen from the same modulation. Ex,j (j = 1, 2 . . . NT ) is the total

average transmitted energy of the j-th transmitted signal during a symbol duration.

The composite signal arriving at each receive antenna is perturbed by a sample of

i.i.d. complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The samples of the AWGN

process, denoted νi, have mean zero and variance σ2n equal to the noise power spectral

density, N0. The channel gain from the j-th transmitter to the i-th receive antenna

is represented by hij and follows a complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and

unit variance. This sampled, flat-faded equivalent system is depicted in Fig. 2.9.

The received signal in (2.23) can also be expressed in an equivalent matrix form as

y = Hx+ ν,

=

NT∑
j=1

hj xj + ν, (2.24)
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Figure 2.9 Block diagram of a slowly varying, flat-fading cochannel communication system.

where x = [x1, x2 . . . xNT
]T is the vector of transmitted symbols, y = [y1, y2 . . . yNR

]T

is the received vector and ν = [ν1, ν2 . . . νNr ]
T is the AWGN noise vector. The channel

matrix H was obtained in (2.21) and hj is the j-th column of the H representing the

array of channel gains between the j-th transmitter and the receiver.

2.6.2 System Loading Conditions

The performance of existing detection algorithms of the multi-antenna system in Fig.

2.9 depends on the number of antennas employed at the receiver. Using joint detection

of the cochannel signals, it is shown in [23] that such a system offers good perfor-

mance when the number of receiving antennas is greater than or equal to the number

transmitted signals. Furthermore, performance slowly deteriorates when the number

of transmitted signals exceed the number of receiver antennas. To describe this, the

system load factor is defined as

LF =
NT

NR
. (2.25)

Based on this definition, the system can operate under one of the following three loading

conditions:
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1. Underloaded if LF < 1.

2. Critically loaded if LF = 1.

3. Overloaded if LF > 1.

The first two cases can be combined to form a single condition LF ≤ 1 representing both

underloaded and critically loaded systems. Most of the near-ML detection approaches

for these systems depend upon QR factorization of the channel matrix [4, 29–31]. For

such systems, the channel matrix is full-rank and QR decomposition produces an upper

triangular matrix having as many non-zero rows as there are transmitted signals. In

contrast, QR decomposition for a system operating under overload, where Lf > 1,

results in only the first NR rows of the upper triangular matrix being nonzero due to

the ill-conditioned channel matrix3. Thus, the detection schemes developed for Lf ≤ 1

are no longer applicable. Efforts are made to address this problem in [2–6, 8–11], but

there is still a need to develop techniques that can provide near-ML performance with

affordable complexity.

2.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the effect of multipath fading on wireless communication systems was

examined. It was seen that the fading process introduces multiplicative distortion that

severely degrades the system performance. Statistical Rayleigh and Ricean models

which closely mimic the multipath fading phenomena in most real-world scenarios were

discussed. The use of diversity to combat the destructive effects of fading were also

examined along with different diversity approaches. Diversity combining methods were

explained in detail. They act to gain benefit from the multiple independently faded

copies of the signal available at the receiver. Multiple access methods are introduced for

the purpose of better utilization of radio spectrum. The chapter ends with a discussion

of spatial multiplexing systems where a system model for multiple signal cochannel

communication systems is presented and possible operating environments of the system

are outlined.

3For details, see Section 3.4.





Chapter 3

EXISTING DETECTION TECHNIQUES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on detection techniques for cochannel communication systems in

Rayleigh flat-fading environments. As mentioned in Chapter 1, due to the simultaneous

transmissions from multiple transmitters at the same carrier frequency, the received

signal at each of the receiving antennas is a superposition of the transmitted signals.

Multiuser detection (MUD) is the process of simultaneously estimating the data sent

in all those transmissions. To do this, the receiver exploits an array of independent

channel impulse responses between the transmitters and the receiver.

Signal detection techniques can primarily be classified into two main categories namely

linear detection and non-linear detection. This classification is based on achievable

performance and the associated computational efforts. At one extreme, the non-linear

and optimum MAP and ML detection methods offer the best performance at the cost

of complexity that varies exponentially with the number of transmitted signals. In

contrast, the linear ZF and MMSE detectors save considerable computational effort, but

the performance is significantly degraded compared to ML and MAP. Various attempts

are made to develop algorithms which can bridge the performance gap between the

optimum MAP/ML and the linear ZF/MMSE detectors with as much computational

saving as possible.

Fig. 3.1 depicts the classification of the existing detection techniques including those

developed during the course of this thesis. It is important to note that the performance

of these detectors also depends on the loading condition under which the receiver is
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Figure 3.1 Classification of signal detection techniques.

operating. As an example, the performance of MMSE and ZF detectors degrades sig-

nificantly in overloaded scenarios which limits their usage to underloaded and critically

loaded system conditions.

Before starting the discussion of existing detection techniques, for the purpose of deriva-

tions and referencing in this chapter, the signal received at the receiver antenna array

(Section 2.6) can be written as

y = Hx+ ν,

=

NT∑
j=1

hj xj + ν, (3.1)

where x ∈ CNT is the transmitted symbol vector, y ∈ CNR is the received signal

vector and ν ∈ CNR is the AWGN noise vector. The matrix of channel gains inter-

connecting the transmitters and the receiver antenna array is denoted H ∈ CNR×NT

and hj ∈ CNT is the j-th column of H which represents the vector of channel impulse

responses between the j-th transmitter and the receiver. The objective of all the de-
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tection techniques in this chapter is to obtain an estimate x̂ of the transmitted signal

x based on the received signal y and assumed knowledge of the channel matrix H.

In this chapter, fundamental signal detection techniques are described for the cochannel

system described by (3.1). A systematic approach is followed where the optimum

detection methods are discussed first in Section 3.2. This is followed by the suboptimum

linear detection techniques in Section 3.3. The focus then shifts to other nonlinear

approaches for signal detection. We consider sphere detection in Section 3.4, ordered

successive interference cancellation detection in Section 3.5, group detection in Section

3.6, genetic algorithm based detection in Section 3.7 and ant colony optimization based

detection in Section 3.8.

3.2 OPTIMUM DETECTION

3.2.1 Maximum A Posteriori Probability Detector

Assuming the availability of channel-state information (CSI) at the receiver, the opti-

mum, maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) detector [23, 24] attempts to recover

the most likely transmitted symbol vector x by maximizing the probability of correct

decision

x̂ = arg max
x∈χNT

P (x|y,H) , (3.2)

where χ is the set of |χ| distinct complex symbols belonging to the linear modulation

constellation employed for signaling. Also, χNT represents the list of all possible symbol

combination vectors or equivalently the entire search space

χNT =
{
x = (x1 x2 . . . xNT

)T | xj ∈ χ
}
. (3.3)

Using Baye’s theorem, the a posteriori probability in (3.2) can be written as [58, 65]

P (x|y,H) =
p (y|x,H)P (x)

p (y)
, (3.4)

where P (x) represents the a priori probability of x being the transmitted symbol vector
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chosen from the entire search space. The a posteriori PDF of the received vector y

conditioned on x and H is given by [23]

p(y|x,H) =
1

(πσ2ν)
NT

exp

(
−∥y −Hx∥2

σ2ν

)
. (3.5)

Since p (y) does not depend on the detector argument, maximizing the a posteriori

probability, P (x|y,H), is the same as maximizing the product p (y|x,H)P (x). Hence,

(3.2) can be rewritten as

x̂ = arg max
x∈χNT

P (x|y,H) = arg max
x∈χNT

(p (y|x,H)P (x)) . (3.6)

Using (3.5), the product, p (y|x,H)P (x), can be expressed as

p (y|x,H)P (x) =
1

(πσ2ν)
NR

exp

(
−∥y −Hx∥2

σ2ν

)
P (x) . (3.7)

Taking the natural logarithm on both sides of (3.7), neglecting the terms independent

of x and solving with appropriate sign changes, the simplified expression for the MAP

detector can be obtained as [12]

x̂ = arg min
x∈χNT

[
∥y −Hx∥2 − σ2ν ln {P (x)}

]
. (3.8)

3.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Detector

When all possible symbol vectors in χNT have equal probability of being chosen then

the second term in (3.8) has no effect on the minimization and therefore it can be

neglected. Then, the MAP detector reduces to the ML detector as [12, 65]

x̂ = arg min
x∈χNT

Λ (x) , (3.9)

where

Λ (x) = ∥y −Hx∥2 . (3.10)
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Note that the metric in (3.10) represents the Euclidean distance between the received

signal vector, y, and channel transformed hypothesized signal vector x. This simplifies

the geometrical interpretation of the ML receiver. From (3.9) and (3.10), it follows that

the ML receiver looks for the signal vector x in χNT which is closest to the received

signal vector y using the standard Euclidean distance. The metric in (3.10) can also

be expressed in equivalent form as

Λ (x) =

NR∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣yi −
NT∑
j=1

hijxj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.11)

Clearly, the minimization in both the MAP and ML detectors is performed over all

|χ|NT possible transmitted vectors, and therefore the complexity of the detector grows

exponentially with the number of transmitted signals, NT . In terms of the number of

real operations, it can be easily verified that the evaluation of (3.10) for one candidate

vector x takes (4NRNT + 4NR) real multiplications and (4NRNT + 4NR − 2) real ad-

ditions. Thus, the overall complexity of the ML detector in terms of the number of real

multiplications and additions, respectively, is given as

R×
ML = (4NRNT + 4NR) |χ|NT (3.12)

and

R+
ML = (4NRNT + 4NR − 2) |χ|NT . (3.13)

This can be performed as a brute-force search which is computationally very expensive

and impractical in most practical real-time scenarios.

3.3 LINEAR DETECTION

Due to enormous computational expenses, the optimal MAP and ML detectors can

not be deployed in practical systems. As a result, various low-complexity suboptimum

techniques have been developed offering acceptable performance. In this section, linear

detection techniques are explored [18, 66], which significantly reduce the computational
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burden on the receiver. The price paid is degradation in error-rate performance.

Linear detection comprises the class of receivers in which the symbol estimate x̃ is

found by passing the received signal y through a linear filter specified by a matrix W

[41] to obtain

x̃ = WHy = WH (Hx+ ν)

= WHHx+WHν, (3.14)

where the transformation matrix W is dependent on the channel H. Each component

of the filter output is then mapped to the nearsest constellation point to obtain the

detected symbol vector x̂ as follows

x̂j = Qχ (x̃j) , j = 1, 2 . . . NT (3.15)

where Qχ(.) is defined as

Qχ (x̃j) = argmin
x∈χ

|x̃j − x|2 . (3.16)

The j-th component of x̃ in (3.14) which is the estimate of the j-th transmitted signal

can also be written as

x̃j = wH
j y

= wH
j hjxj︸ ︷︷ ︸
signal

+

NT∑
l=1
l ̸=j

wH
j hlxl

︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+wH
j ν︸ ︷︷ ︸

noise

, (3.17)

where wj and hj are the j-th columns of the matrices W and H, respectively. The

first term in (3.17) contains the desired signal while the middle term represents CCI.

The last term is the transformed noise at the filter output. Keeping in view (3.17),

each of the linear detectors computes W according to a particular detection criterion.

The structure of a linear receiver is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Finally, the complexity of a linear detector depends on the linear transformation oper-
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Figure 3.2 Receiver for linear detection techniques.

ation in (3.14) and the filter matrix W which is computed differently for each of the

linear detectors. The transformation operation in (3.14) takes a total of (4NRNT ) real

multiplications and (4NRNT − 2NT ) real additions. Therefore, the overall complexity

of a linear detector can be expressed in terms of the number of real multiplications and

additions, respectively, as

R×
LD = R×

W + 4NRNT (3.18)

and

R+
LD = R+

W + 4NRNT − 2NT , (3.19)

where R×
W and R+

W denote the complexity in terms of number of real multiplications

and additions, respectively, associated with calculation of matrix W.

3.3.1 Zero-Forcing Detector

A zero-forcing (ZF) detector is a linear detector that aims to perfectly eliminate the

CCI between the signals to be estimated. It solves the integer least squares problem

by removing the discreteness constraint on the components of x. The estimate of x is
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performed using the filter matrix, W as [32, 66]

W =
(
H+
)H

= H
(
HHH

)−1
, (3.20)

where H+ =
(
HHH

)−1
HH is the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix H. For over-

loaded scenarios, a more consistent method can be used to obtain the pseudo-inverse

of the channel matrix [10]. Using the singular value decomposition H = V1ΩVH
2 the

pseudo-inverse is defined as [38]

H+ = V2Ω̄VH
1 , (3.21)

where V1 and V2 are left and right singular matrices of H, and Ω is a diagonal matrix

containing ordered singular values {ω1, ω2 . . . ωNR
} on its main diagonal. The matrix

Ω̄ is defined using the singular values as

Ω̄ii =


1
ωi
, ωi > 0

0, otherwise.

(3.22)

The drawback of ZF detection is degraded BER performance due to noise enhance-

ment. The AWGN noise ν loses its whiteness property because it tends to be enhanced

and correlated across the data streams corresponding to each of the transmitters. In

addition, ZF detection achieves a diversity order of NR −NT + 1 out of a possible NR

for NT ×NR system.

The complexity associated with the computation of the filter matrix W for a ZF de-

tector is calculated in [67] to be

R×
W = 4N3

T + 8N2
TNR (3.23)

and

R+
W = 4N3

T +N2
T (8NR − 2)− 2NRNT . (3.24)
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Substituting R×
W and R+

W into (3.18) and (3.19) yields the overall complexity of the

ZF detector in terms of the number of real operations, which is clearly of the order of

N3
T .

3.3.2 Minimum Mean Square Error Detector

In minimum mean-square error (MMSE) detection, the transformation matrix W is

formed in such a way that after applying the transformation, the combined effects of

CCI,
∑NT

l=1, l ̸=j w
H
j hlxl, and the filtered noise, wH

j ν, are minimized [66]. This leads to

finding the filter matrix W according to the criterion [18]

min
W

E (J (W)) , (3.25)

where the cost function J (W) represents the mean-square error, meaning

J (W) = ∥x− x̃∥2

= (x− x̃)H (x− x̃)

=
(
x−WHy

)H (
x−WHy

)
. (3.26)

Minimization of the cost function in (3.26) produces the optimum filter matrix W as

[26, 28]

W = H
(
HHH+ σ2νINT

)−1
, (3.27)

where INT
is an identity matrix of dimension NT .

The MMSE detector offers superior BER performance compared to ZF detection be-

cause it minimizes the overall error energy instead of finding the channel inverse (which

causes noise enhancement). The MMSE solution obtained from (3.14), (3.15) and (3.27)

has much lower computational complexity than the MAP/ML solutions in (3.8) and

(3.9), but this comes at the cost of significant performance degradation. This degrada-

tion is even more pronounced in the overloaded scenario considered in this thesis (when
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NR < NT ).

The expression for the MMSE filter matrix W in (3.27) is similar to that of the ZF

filter matrix in (3.20) except for the term σ2νINT
which has a small impact on R+

W only.

The complexity for the filter matrix therefore is given as [67]

R×
W = 4N3

T + 8N2
TNR (3.28)

and

R+
W = 4N3

T +N2
T (8NR − 2)− 2NRNT +NT . (3.29)

Substituting R×
W and R+

W in (3.18) and (3.19) yields the overall complexity of the

MMSE detector in terms of the number of real operations.

3.4 SPHERE DETECTOR

The ML detection problem can be rearranged and transformed into an integer least

squares problem for which classical sphere decoding (SD) approaches exist in the liter-

ature [42, 68]. The main idea behind SD is to restrict the ML search space to within a

hypersphere of radius r0 around the received signal instead of performing a brute-force

search of the entire lattice. This can significantly reduce complexity compared to an

exhaustive search.

The sphere decoding technique begins by transforming the complex-valued system

model described in (3.1) into an equivalent real-valued system model. To do this,

the vector x̃ composed of the real and imaginary parts of the vector x is defined as

x̌ =
[
ℜ(x)T ℑ(x)T

]T
2NT×1

. (3.30)

Similarly, the complex received signal vector y, the AWGN noise vector ν and the

complex channel matrix, H, can be stated respectively as

y̌ =
[
ℜ(y)T ℑ(y)T

]T
2NR×1

(3.31)
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ν̌ =
[
ℜ(ν)T ℑ(ν)T

]T
2NR×1

(3.32)

and

Ȟ =

 ℜ(H) ℑ(H)

−ℑ(H) ℜ(H)


2NR×2NT

. (3.33)

Hence, the real-valued equivalent version of the model of (2.24) can be expressed as

y̌ = Ȟx̌+ ν̌. (3.34)

Finally, it can be shown that the ML detection rule for the equivalent real-valued

channel model obtained in (3.34) is given by

x̌∗ = argmin
x̌

∥y̌ − Ȟx̌∥2, (3.35)

where the components of x̌ are integers and depend upon the constellation in use (for

example, x̌j takes the values from the integer set {−3,−1, 1, 3} if the constellation in

use is 16-QAM).

Fincke and Pohst in [42] introduced the sphere decoding (SD) algorithm as an ex-

act solution to the integer least-squares optimization problem which can therefore be

applied to the detection problem in (3.35).

The transmitted symbol vector x̌ is represented as a point on a rectangular 2NT -

dimensional lattice. The MIMO channel Ȟ is assumed to be a lattice generating ma-

trix. Ȟx̌, which is 2NR-dimensional, spans the transformed skewed lattice. Hence

considering a received vector y̌ at NR receivers and Ȟx̌ the transformed lattice, the

ML detection problem reduces to determining the nearest lattice point to y̌ in terms

of minimum Euclidean distance. The basic concept of SD is to search for the lattice

points within a radius r0 around the received vector y̌, instead of traversing the com-

plete search space. The SD searches for the point that gives the minimum Euclidean

distance within the hypersphere with radius r0, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

The resultant point in hypersphere with least distance to y̌ is the solution returned by

the SD algorithm. The selection of the radius r0 and finding the nodes that fall inside
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Figure 3.3 Geometric illustration of the sphere decoding algorithm.

this radius determine the complexity of the SD algorithm.

SD can also be viewed as branch and bound tree search algorithm [69]. To reorganize the

ML detection into a tree like structure, first the channel matrix Ȟ in (3.35) is replaced

with the product of a unitary matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R using the

well-known QR factorization [38]. The resulting expression is then pre-multiplied by

QH to form the equivalent problem representation:

y̌ = QRx̌+ ν̌ (3.36)

ȳ ≡ QH y̌ = QH [QRx̌+ ν̌] (3.37)

ȳ = Rx̌+ ν̄, (3.38)

where ν̄ = QH ν̌. Now the detection rule of (3.35) becomes

x̌∗ = argmin
x̌

∥ȳ −Rx̌∥2. (3.39)

Note that due to the upper triangular nature of R, the right hand side of (3.39) can

be written as

∥ȳ −Rx̌∥2 =
2NT∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ȳi −
2NT∑
j=i

Rjix̌j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.40)

As mentioned above, SD constrains the search process to within a sphere of radius r0.
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Figure 3.4 Tree generated by the branch and bound SD algorithm.

A candidate solution lies inside this sphere if and only if

r20 ≥
2NT∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ȳi −
2NT∑
j=1

Rjix̌j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3.41)

is satisfied for all the components x̌j of x̌. A close look at (3.41) reveals the tree

structure of ML detection problem where all the possible solutions in the search space

can be mapped onto a log2 |χ|-ary tree of depth 2NT +1. Topmost level of the tree only

contains the root node. Following either a depth-first or breadth-first strategy, the tree

can be traversed from top to bottom, to form probable solutions. The sphere radius

constraint provides a bound for the SD algorithm which helps in pruning unnecessary

branches of the tree. The algorithm begin searching at the root node and then traverses

the successive nodes ensuring that, at each node, the radius constraint in (3.41) is

satisfied. In this way, the SD algorithm outputs the lattice points having least Euclidean

distance from ȳ and lying within a sphere of radius r0. As an example, Fig. 3.4 depicts

a sample pruned tree constructed by the SD algorithm and selected lattice points in a

four-dimensional sphere. The j-th level of the tree denotes dimension-j of the lattice

point.

Significant research work has been done on SD to develop methods to efficiently search

a lattice tree structure, such as lower bound pruning [27], lattice reduction [69] and
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incrementing the search radius [70]. The worst case computational complexity of SD

remains exponential in the number of transmitted signals1 [70]. An exponential lower

bound on SD average complexity has been derived in [36]. It is also important to note

here that in the case of an overloaded system (i.e. when LF > 1), the upper-triangular

matrix R obtained by performing the QR factorization of the channel matrix Ȟ has

zero elements in its lower half. Due to this fact the standard SD algorithm can not be

directly applied. Efforts have been made to address this problem in [3–5, 8], but the

complexity remain exponential in the number of excess signals2. Hence, there is still

a need to develop techniques that can provide near-ML performance with affordable

complexity.

3.5 SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION DETECTOR

As suggested by the name, the successive interference cancelation (SIC) detector is

based on the principle of interference cancellation. With a linear detector at its core,

the SIC detector is designed to improve performance without a significant increase in

computational complexity. The idea is to detect the transmitted signals sequentially

while cancelling the effects of each of the detected signals from the one to be detected

next. The structure of the SIC receiver consists of a bank of NT linear receivers and

NT interference cancellation branches as shown in Fig. 3.5.

The detection process is completed in NT stages where one signal is detected in each

stage using a linear detection method as outlined in Section 3.3. For the purpose of

explanation, MMSE detection in each stage is adopted in the rest of this section. The

process starts by estimating the first signal, x̃j1 , using the linear detector

x̃j1 = wH
1 y1, (3.42)

where j1 is the subscript associated with the signal to be detected, w1 = (W)j1 is the

j1-th column of the linear filter matrix W in (3.27), and y1 = y. The estimated signal,

1The expected or average complexity of SD is regarded as cubic over certain ranges of SNR and
problem dimensions [70]

2The number of signals exceeding the number of receive antennas is referred to as number of excess
signals.
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Figure 3.5 SIC receiver employing NT linear receivers and interference cancellers for successive signal
estimation.

x̃j1 , is then mapped to the closest point in the signal constellation according to (3.15)

to generate the hard output, x̂j1 .

Assuming x̂j1 is correctly detected, the signal y1 is modified by removing the interfer-

ence due to x̂j1 in the next step to produce

y2 = y1 − (H)j1 x̂j1 , (3.43)

where Hj1 is the j1-th column of the channel matrix H.

To estimate the next signal, xj2 , the updated filter matrix W2 is first calculated ac-

cording to (3.27) using

W2 = Hj̄1

(
HH

j̄1
Hj̄1 + σ2νINT

)−1
, (3.44)

where Hj̄1 is the matrix obtained by deleting the j1-th column of H. The estimate of

the signal xj2 is then formed as

x̃j2 = wH
2 y2, (3.45)
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where j2 is the subscript of the second signal, w2 = (W2)j2 is the j2-th column of

the linear filter matrix W2 in (3.44). The signal x̃j2 is then sliced to the nearest

constellation point according to (3.15) to produce the detected signal, x̂j2 . This process

continues until the last signal, x̂jNT
, is detected. The filter matrix for the n-th stage is

computed as

Wn = Hj̄n

(
HH

j̄n
Hj̄n + σ2νINT

)−1
, (3.46)

where Hj̄n is a matrix obtained by deleting the columns {j1, j2 . . . jn} of the channel

matrix H.

It is important to note that, if x̂j1 = xj1 , then the interference due to the first signal

is perfectly canceled. However, if x̂j1 ̸= xj1 , error will be propagated to the next stage

which may affect the decision on x̂j2 . In general, the error in deciding a particular

signal during the detection process will propagate through the rest of the stages and

will be amplified in case of further wrong decisions. For this reason, the order of signal

detection has a vital impact on the overall performance achieved by the SIC receiver.

A simple SNR based ordering criteria was presented in [71] while a more effective log-

likelihood ratio (LLR) based detection ordering scheme was proposed in [72, 73]. In

[74], it is shown that the optimum ordering is based on minimizing the symbol error

rate (SER) and therefore achieves the best performance.

The complexity of the MMSE based SIC receiver in terms of the number of real mul-

tiplications and additions can be expressed, respectively, as [67]

R×
SIC = N2

T (NT + 1)2 +
4

3
NRNT (NT + 1) (2NT + 1) + 8NRNT (3.47)

and

R+
SIC =

NT

3

(
3N3

T + 4N2
T (1 + 2NR) + 3NT (1 + 3NR) +NR − 1

)
+ 2NT (4NR − 1) .

(3.48)
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3.6 GROUP DETECTOR

Another reduced complexity suboptimum approach to detection is based on the idea of

group detection [75–77]. Here, a linear detector is first used to separate the transmitted

signals and then a ML or MAP detector operates on subsets of the signals called

groups. The subset G contains the indices of |G| signals in the group and is sufficient

to characterize the detector. The total number of groups is denoted NG = NT
|G| .

To specify the detection algorithm, notations and terminologies are first introduced.

The channel matrix H is partitioned as H = [HG HḠ], where HG and HḠ are the

submatrices of H corresponding to the signals inside and outside the group G, respec-

tively. The matrix C is defined as C =
(
HHH

)−1
and CG represents the submatrix of

C corresponding to the signals in G.

Following the group detection idea, the ZF based group detector first applies the linear

transformation W = H+ = H
(
HHH

)−1
to the received signal vector as

x̃ = Wy = H+y

= x+ ν̌, (3.49)

where the transformed noise ν̌ has a covariance of K = σ2νC. The resulting vector x̃ can

be partitioned as x̃ = [x̃G x̃Ḡ], where x̃G and x̃Ḡ are the subvectors of x̃ corresponding

to the signals in and outside group G, respectively. The linear filter output in (3.49)

can now be expressed for group G as

x̃G = xG + ν̌G, (3.50)

where ν̌G is the transformed noise subvector having covariance KG = σ2νCG [2]. The

joint ML detector can be applied to x̃G as [2]

x̂G = arg min
xG∈χ|G|

(xG − x̃G)
H K−1

G (xG − x̃G) . (3.51)

Since the search in (3.51) is performed on a subset of size |G|, the complexity therefore
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grows exponentially with group size. It is interesting to note that when |G| = 1, the

group detector becomes the linear detector offering the performance of the ZF detector

along with its complexity benefits. On the other hand, when |G| = NT it represents the

ML detector with a complexity that varies exponentially with NT . Hence, a tradeoff

can be achieved by choosing a value of |G| that can offer savings in complexity while

performing within the acceptable range. The structure of the group detector consists

of a linear preprocessing stage and a joint group detection phase as depicted in Fig.

3.6 and governed by (3.49) and (3.51), respectively.

The overall complexity of the group detector in terms of the number of real multipli-

cations and additions can be expressed as

R×
GD = R×

LD +R×
JD (3.52)

and

R+
GD = R+

LD +R+
JD, (3.53)

where R×
LD and R+

LD are the complexities of the linear receiver in terms of the number

of real multiplication and addition obtained in (3.18) and (3.19), respectively. The
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terms R×
JD and R+

JD represent the complexity (in terms of real multiplications and

additions) of the joint group detection stage specified by (3.51).

To derive the expressions for R×
JD and R+

JD, note that the evaluation of the in-

verse of the group noise covariance matrix KG and the entire vector-matrix product

(xG − x̃G)
H K−1

G (xG − x̃G), for each candidate vector xG in each group is required. It

can be easily shown that the complexity of (3.51) for one candidate vector is equal to

4 |G| (|G|+ 1) real multiplications and 2 |G| (2 |G|+ 3)−2 real additions. Also, the cal-

culation of K−1
G requires a total of 4 |G|3 real multiplications and 4 |G|3 real additions.

Adding all these figures produces the complexity of the detection stage as

R×
JD = NG

(
4 |G|3

)
+NG

(
4 |G|2 + 4 |G|

)
|χ||G| (3.54)

and

R+
JD = NG

(
4 |G|3

)
+NG

(
4 |G|2 + 6 |G| − 2

)
|χ||G| , (3.55)

which is clearly linear in the number of groups NG, but exponentially varying with the

group size |G|. Substituting (3.54) and (3.55) in (3.52) and (3.53) yields the overall

number of complex multiplications and additions, respectively, performed by the ZF

based group detection.

The group detection idea has been further explored and studied in [9] and [11]. In [9],

an iterative soft signal cancelation and detection technique is presented for overloaded

multiple-antenna systems employing BPSK modulation. It combines the idea of group

detection with a posteriori probability (APP) extraction where soft symbol estimates

of signals within each group are calculated and canceled from the received signal in an

iterative manner. Complexity is proportional to the number of groups, but increases

exponentially with group size.

In [11], a list-based group-wise iterative signal detection scheme is proposed for over-

loaded receivers. The use of BPSK and QPSK modulations is considered. The received

signal is first preprocessed using a maximum ratio combiner and then fed to an it-

erative detection stage. Here, symbol groups are formed and passed through branch

list estimation (BLE) and global list optimization (GLO) processes to extract a list
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of candidate solution vectors. The complexity of this technique grows exponentially

with the group sizes formed in the BLE and GLO processes. The detector maintains

a near-ML performance at low SNR values for a system with NT = 9 and NR = 6.

The computational cost for this system is reported as approximately half that of the

ML detector. However, the presence of error-floor in the medium-to-high SNR region

results in performance degradation in comparison to the ML detector.

3.7 GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED SOFT BIASED DETECTOR

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a global optimization technique first introduced in [78]

and later comprehensively explored in [79–83]. It employs evolutionary processing

based on natural selection and natural genetics. The GA based optimization is iterative

in nature where each iteration is termed as a generation. In this section, the GA

based signal detection technique for overloaded array processing systems presented in

[6, 10] is described. The detection process begin by obtaining an initial guess (solution)

either randomly or from a suboptimal detection approach. Later in every generation

of the algorithm, a new set of candidate solutions called individuals are generated

using portions of the fittest individuals obtained in the past3. Occasionally, some parts

are independently modified with the intention of further improvements in the solution

quality4.

In biased GA detection, the initial population5 of the GA algorithm is generated by

biasing an initial soft estimate from a linear detector. This results in a fitter initial

population improving the algorithm convergence. Keeping this in mind, the receiver

structure is composed of a linear preprocessor and the GA processing engine. The

preprocessor generates initial symbol estimates using a linear ZF detector which are

then mapped on to soft bit estimates. The GA processing engine then biases the bit

estimates to produce an initial population which has more diversity in the alleles6

corresponding to the weaker bit estimates. This results in a judicious exploration of

3This process is termed as crossover in GA literature.
4A process called mutation in GA based optimization.
5Initial population is the population formed for the first generation of the algorithm.
6Alleles are the binary values representing a particular symbol from a signal constellation.
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the less certain regions of the solution space.

A discussion on the biasing mechanism is presented in the remainder of this section

whereas a more detailed stepwise explanation of the GA processing engine is provided

in Appendix A. To facilitate the receiver using soft biasing capability, the soft estimate

from a ZF filter is first obtained using (3.14) and (3.21) as

x̃ = V1ĪV
H
1 x+V1Ω̄VH

2 ν

= x̌+ ν̌, (3.56)

where Ī = Ω̄Ω. Assuming the transmitted signals are chosen from a QPSK modulation,

the real and imaginary parts of the j-th transmitted signal xj , are denoted xjR =

Re (xj) and xjI = Im (xj), respectively.

It can be shown using the property of truncated unitary matrices [84, 85] that the real

and imaginary components of x̌ have mean and variance given by

µx̌R =
NR

NT
xjR, µx̌I =

NR

NT
xjI

σ2x̌R = σ2x̌I =
1

2

[
NR

NT
−
(
NR

NT

)2
]
. (3.57)

Also, the real and imaginary parts of ν̌ are zero-mean, µν̌R = µν̌I = 0, with the

approximated variance [10],

σ2ν̌R ≈ σ2ν̌I =
σ2ν
2

(
N2

R

N2
T −NRNT

)
. (3.58)

Using (3.57) and (3.58), the probability of xjR and xjI being positive, conditioned on

the soft bit estimates Re (x̃j) and Im (x̃j), respectively, can be found using Bayes’ rule

as [10]

pjR =

[
1 + exp

(
−2 Re (x̃j)µx̌R(

σ2x̌R + σ2ν̌R
) )]−1

(3.59)
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and

pjI =

[
1 + exp

(
−2 Im (x̃j)µx̌I(

σ2x̌I + σ2ν̌I
) )]−1

(3.60)

Using (3.59) and (3.60), the soft bit estimates corresponding to a transmitted +1 can

be stacked into vector as

pso = [p1R, p1I , p2R, p2I . . . pNTR, pNT I ]
T . (3.61)

As investigated in [10], the soft values in (3.59) and (3.60) depend on the population

size, PT , and the operating SNR. Therefore, the initial population is biased using the

pso that results from tuning the SNR (through σ2ν̌R in (3.59)) to a value which offers

minimum BER. In the case of a system with NR = 5 and NT = 6 and 8, the BER

is minimum at a reference SNR of 10 dB and so the estimate in (3.61) is chosen to

bias the initial population for this SNR value. Fig. 3.7 depicts the structure of the

GA detection based receiver along with the initialization phase which biases the seed
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solution produced by a linear receiver.

The GA detector processes a total of GT generations. In each of these generations, a

total of PT candidate solutions (or individuals) are created according to the procedure

outlined in Appendix A. The fitness or quality of each of these solutions is evaluated

according to the fitness function

Λp (x̄
p) = ∥y −Hx̄p∥2 , p = 1, 2 . . . PT , (3.62)

where x̄p =
[
x̄p1 x̄p2 . . . x̄

p
NT

]T
represents the p-th candidate solution of the generation

under process. When the termination criteria is met, the solution corresponding to the

best fitness value is returned as the detector output7.

Based on the fact that the GA detector is also composed of a linear filter stage and a

genetic processing phase, the complexity of the GA detection in terms of the number

of real multiplications and additions can respectively be expressed as

R×
GA = R×

LD +R×
GP (3.63)

and

R+
GA = R+

LD +R+
GP , (3.64)

whereR×
LD andR+

LD are the complexities of the linear receiver in terms of the number of

real multiplications and additions, respectively. Furthermore, R×
GP and R+

GP represent

the complexity (in terms of real multiplications and additions) of the genetic processing

stage. The genetic engine processes GT generations each having PT individuals and

performs a total of PTGT fitness evaluations in (3.62). Since one evaluation of the fitness

function results in (4NRNT + 4NR) real multiplications and (4NRNT + 4NR − 2) real

additions, the complexity of a genetic processing stage can be expressed as [10]

R×
GP = (4NRNT + 4NR)PTGT (3.65)

7The reader is referred to Appendix A for more details on individual components of the GA pro-
cessing engine.
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and

R+
GP = (4NRNT + 4NR − 2)PTGT . (3.66)

Replacing these values in (3.65) and (3.66) produces the overall complexity of the GA

based detector which clearly depends on PT and GT .

In [10], it is shown that the GA detector requires GT = 12 generations and a population

size of PT = 1024 in order to achieve performance close to that of the ML detector (in

low to slightly moderate SNR range) for an overloaded system with NT = 8, NR = 5

employing QPSK modulation. This results in PT ×GT = 1024×12 = 12288 evaluations

of (3.62). Furthermore, the detector starts producing an error floor at a moderate SNR

due to the poor performance of the ZF filter.

3.8 ANT-COLONY OPTIMIZATION BASED DETECTOR

Earlier investigations and theoretical findings on behavioral aspects of social insects lead

to the development of some powerful metaheuristic optimization techniques. Among

many of those, ant colony optimization (ACO) have emerged as a popular combinational

optimization technique. It is based on the collective social behavior of a colony of ants.

In ACO, the notion of artificial ants along with the artificial stigmergic model8 is

designed to tackle a given optimization problem. An artificial ant or simply an ant

is modeled as a computational agent which probabilistically creates a solution to the

problem. To construct a solution, the metaheuristic uses incremental strategy where

solution components9 are added one after the other to a partially constructed solution.

While a comprehensive tutorial on the ACO metaheuristic is available in Appendix

B10, a brief discussion on the application of ACO to near-ML MIMO detection which

appeared in [31] is provided in the remainder of this section.

The algorithm presented in [31] formulates the MIMO detection as traveling salesman

problem (TSP) where the transmit antennas denote the set of cities and the paths

8A model which provides the ants means of communication by modifying their surrounding envi-
ronment.

9Note that each of the solution component is chosen from the entire set of available options.
10Interested reader may refer to the appendix for familiarizing themselves with the ACO concepts

and terminologies.
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between the consecutive cities are represented by the set of all possible transmitted

signals from a particular antenna. The objective is to find a minimum-cost path over

this TSP representation of the detection problem. The ants start the search process at

a particular city and move to the next city by probabilistically selecting a particular

path. This results in a partially constructed solution. The search process is completed

when all the ants visit all the possible cities. The transition probability for a particular

move depends on the associated pheromone strength and the heuristic value. The

rules for managing pheromone are governed by the type of ACO algorithm employed

whereas the heuristic value depends on the underlying heuristic criteria defined for the

detection problem. A well-designed heuristic criteria and the corresponding heuristic

value results in superior performance and convergence of the algorithm.

To apply ACO to the MIMO detection problem, the first step is to formulate an effective

method for computation of the heuristic values. For this purpose, the real-valued

equivalent system model (3.30)-(3.34) which is already developed in Section 3.4 is

considered. Using the QR factorization of the real-valued channel matrix, Ȟ = QR,

the ML detection problem is first expressed in the equivalent form as derived in (3.39)

x̌ = argmin
x̌∈χ̌

∥ȳ −Rx̌∥2. (3.67)

where χ̌ is the set of integers which depend on the modulation in use (e.g. χ̌ =

{−3,−1, 1, 3} for 16-QAM modulation). Due to the upper triangular structure of R,

the right hand side of (3.67) can also be expressed as

∥ȳ −Rx̌∥2 =
ŇT∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ȳi −
ŇT∑
j=i

Rij x̌j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.68)

where ȳ = QH y̌ and ŇT = 2NT .

In ACO, A ants are assigned the task of generating A candidate solutions x̄a, a =

1, 2 . . . A. Each solution represents one way of visiting each city exactly once. Col-

lectively, all the A candidate solutions (representing A different ways of visiting ŇT

cities) along with the associated costs (from the first city to the last one) are referred
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to as trails. A total of |χ̌| = log2 |χ| paths are available to each ant for moving to the

i-th city, where ‘path x̌ij ’ denotes the path corresponding to signal x̌j ∈ χ̌ (which is

selected as i-th component of the solution vector under construction based on the ant’s

transition probability). Using (3.68), the distance associated with ‘path x̌ij ’ is defined

as

dij =

∣∣∣∣∣∣ȳi −
ŇT∑

l=i+1

Ril x̌l −Riixj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.69)

where i = ŇT . . . 1 and j = 1 . . . |χ̌|. The solution construction begins by selecting first

component of the solution vector x̌ŇT
. At the selection of i-th signal, the contribution

of the previously selected solution components (i.e. x̌i+1 . . . x̌ŇT
) forming the middle

term of (3.69) are used along with the |χ̌| available choices as the hypothesis for x̌i+1

represented by the last term of (3.69). Finally, the distance is converted to heuristic

value using the log-sigmoid function as

ηij =
1

1 + exp (dij)
. (3.70)

Using the heuristic value ηij and the pheromone levels τij associated with ‘path x̌ij ’,

the ant’s transition probability to the i-th city is calculated according to [86]

pij =
(τij)

α · (ηij)β∑|χ̌|
l=1 (τil)

α · (ηil)β
, (3.71)

where α and β are ACO parameters for controlling the significance of heuristic desir-

ability and the pheromone strengths, respectively. Upon the completion of A solutions

{x̌}Aa=1 by the ants, the pheromone levels on each of the paths is updated using the ant

system (AS) algorithm11 as

τij = (1− ρ) τij +

A∑
a=1

∆τaij , (3.72)

where ρ ∈ (0, 1] represents the pheromone decay parameter and the incremental pheromone

11Refer to Section B.4 for details on AS algorithm.
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trail is defined using the likelihood value of the generated solutions as

∆τaij =


∥∥y̌ − Ȟx̌a

∥∥2 if ‘path x̌ij ’ ∈ x̌a

0 otherwise.

(3.73)

In the modified ACO (MACO) version of the ACO algorithm in [31], each ant is allowed

to maintain its own distance, heuristic value and the transition probability to each city.

Stepwise details of the algorithm are provided below:

MACO
(
y̌,R, ŇT , |χ̌| , A

)
1. Initialize the variables a = 1, i = ŇT and bestdist = ∞.

2. Compute the distances and heuristic values for the a-th ant corresponding

to ‘path x̌ij ’ as

daij =

∣∣∣∣∣∣ȳi −
ŇT∑

l=i+1

Ril x̌
a
l −Riixj

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (3.74)

ηaij =
1

1 + exp
(
daij

) . (3.75)

3. The a-th ant chooses one of the |χ̌| paths to the i-th city according to the

transition probability

paij =

(
ηaij

)β
∑|χ̌|

l=1

(
ηail
)β , (3.76)

4. Decrement i by 1 and repeat steps 1-3 until i = 1.

5. Compute the likelihood value of candidate solution generated by the a-th

ant

Λ̌a =
∥∥y̌ − Ȟx̌a

∥∥2 (3.77)

6. Update the bestdist according to the rule

bestdist = Λ̌a if Λ̌a < bestdist (3.78)
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7. Increment a if a < A, set i = ŇT and return to step 2. Otherwise the

solution is found as x̌ ∈ bestdist.

The simulation results for a cochannel system with NT = 16 employing 16-QAM mod-

ulation and number of receive antennas NR = 16 suggest that the MACO algorithm

achieves near-ML performance with considerable complexity savings. At an SNR of

22dB, the MACO algorithm requires A = 20000 ants to perform close to ML. Different

ACO parameters are set as α = 0.5, β = 1, 2 and ρ = 0.3. The drawback of this

algorithm, however, is its inability to handle the more challenging case of overload, i.e.

when Lf > 1. In such a case, the QR decomposition of the channel matrix Ȟ produces

an upper-triangular matrix R having only the first NR rows with non-zero entries. Due

to this reason, the distance metric in (3.69) is no longer applicable.

3.9 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the signal detection problem is explored and the existing optimum and

suboptimum solutions are discussed. It is seen that the complexity of optimal detectors

is exponentially varying with the number of transmitted signals which prohibits their

implementation in most real-time scenarios where the number of transmitted signals is

large and higher order modulations are used.

To overcome the complexity problem inherent in the optimum approaches, a range of

suboptimum detection techniques are discussed based on certain assumptions about

the underlying system. It is seen that the linear ZF and MMSE [18, 28, 32] receivers

provide large savings in the required computational efforts, but their performance is

significantly degraded, especially when the system is overloaded [87]. To improve the

performance of the linear receivers, an interference cancelation based detection ap-

proach can be used which successively estimates each of the transmitted signals and

removes its contribution from the received signal before making a decision about the

next signal [18, 71]. Since detection ordering is critical to the overall performance

achieved by the interference cancelation based detectors, the order in which signals are

detected must be carefully determined [72–74]. Overall, the SIC detector offers slightly
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better performance than the linear receivers at the cost of increased complexity.

To further improve the performance, researchers have proposed a group detection ap-

proach [2, 75–77] and a GA based detector [6, 10]. It is seen that the group detector

offers a varying performance-complexity tradeoff by tuning the group size parameter.

The complexity is exponential in the group size so it is not suitable for large systems

where a larger group size is required for acceptable performance. The GA based detec-

tor of [10] biases the initial population by obtaining an initial estimate from a linear

detector. Since the approach is based on the ZF filter, it presents an error floor in the

moderate to high SNR regime as the system loading factor increases.

Finally, the application of ACO to signal detection for multi-antenna systems is dis-

cussed. The algorithm presented in [31] is explored and the associated issues that

prohibit its implementation in overloaded scenarios (where Lf > 1) is explained in

significant detail.

Based on these discussions and observations, there is still a need to develop detection

techniques (particularly for overloaded receivers) which can provide near-ML perfor-

mance with further reduced and affordable complexity to be implemented in real-time

scenarios. This problem is addressed by this thesis and our solutions are presented in

the subsequent chapters.





Chapter 4

DETECTION OF COCHANNEL SIGNALS USING ANT
COLONY OPTIMIZATION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Since the search space for the optimal MAP or ML detector is discrete with a solu-

tion having integer components, it is therefore an integer least-squares optimization

problem [30, 41]. Furthermore, it also belongs to the class of NP-hard combinatorial

optimization problems [24, 30, 88].

An alternative approach is to consider metaheuristic techniques in order to achieve near

optimal performance at significantly reduced complexity. As explained in Appendix

B, ACO is a metaheuristic algorithm [89] based on the behavior of a colony of ants

searching for food. Real ants randomly explore the space around their nest in search

of food. Once an ant finds the food source, it starts the journey back to the nest

thereby depositing pheromone along the path. This deposition of the pheromone is

a mechanism for communication between the ants. It is used by ants to inform each

other about the path they follow to the food source (stigmergy). With the passage

of time, the ants following the shorter route make more trips to the food source, thus

contributing to increasing pheromone level along that path. As a result, in the steady

state, most of the ants trace the shortest path with a high likelihood.

An ant is modeled as a computational agent which explores the entire solution space

and builds a candidate solution to a given problem [13]. It does so by adding compo-

nents of the solution (in a sequential manner) to a partially constructed solution. Each

solution component, which belongs to a set containing all the possibilities, is probabilis-
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tically selected based on a priori available problem-specific heuristic information and

the artificial pheromone trails resulting from the search experience of the ants. Fitness

evaluation is performed after the solution is constructed to determine its suitability.

Pheromone values are updated based on the fitness value of each solution before the

start of the next iteration.

During the initial stages of the ACO search process, the pheromone concentration along

different paths is almost the same, and therefore, ACO uniformly explores the search

space mainly based on the heuristic information (in our case soft symbol estimates).

Thus, the algorithm shows explorative behavior during this period. In later phases, the

ants keep depositing the pheromone on ever more attractive paths1 and evaporating the

pheromone from less suitable paths. To formulate a better solution, during this phase,

ACO uses the pheromone more dominantly than the heuristic information in making

a decision to choose a particular path. Note that in the steady state, the pheromone

contains the information about the best solution found so far. Thus the algorithm

exploits previous knowledge about good solutions and hence tends to converge to a

more refined and higher-quality solution. Furthermore, pheromone deposition and

evaporation are the operations through which the search process is controlled in ACO.

This chapter starts with specifying the system model in Section 4.2. A soft iterative

ACO based detection algorithm for binary modulation is presented in Section 4.3.

The heuristic framework of the developed receiver and its integration with the ACO

are explained. A discussion on computational complexity of the proposed scheme is

provided along with the simulation results. In Section 4.4, a sub-optimum ACO assisted

detector for non-binary modulations is developed. The heuristic criteria used for non-

binary modulations is specified and the ACO search process is discussed in detail.

Expressions for the computational complexity are developed and simulation results are

presented. At the end, a chapter summary is provided in Section 4.5.

1A path is said to be attractive if it offers smaller fitness value than the available alternatives.
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4.2 SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a cochannel communication system where NT signals are impinging on a

receiver antenna array having NR elements. Each transmitted signal xj is assumed to

be chosen from a |χ|-ary modulation χ. The complex channel gain between the j-th

transmitter and the i-th receiver antenna element is denoted as hji and assumed to

be i.i.d. Rayleigh distributed random variable with mean zero and variance of 0.5 per

dimension. The signals collected from all the receive antennas can be arranged in a

vector form and expressed using an input-output relation

y = Hx+ ν, (4.1)

where y ∈ CNR represents the received signal vector and ν ∈ CNR is the AWGN noise

vector. The elements of ν are assumed to be temporally white complex Gaussian with

E
[
ννH

]
= σ2νINT

. Furthermore, H ∈ CNR×NT represents a matrix of channel gains

interconnecting the transmitters and the receiver antennas.

4.3 ACO ASSISTED DETECTOR FOR BINARY SIGNALS

ACO metaheuristic is employed in a number of important classes of optimization prob-

lems namely the routing problems2, assignment problems3, subset problems4, machine

learning problems5 and the network routing problems6 [86, 90].

In context of signal detection, ACO has already been used to perform MUD in CDMA

systems [50–52]. Recently, it has been employed for near optimum detection in MIMO

systems [31]. The problem however with this approach is that it depends on the QR

factorization of the channel matrix and therefore cannot easily handle the singularity

problem seen in the overloaded scenario. To overcome this problem, we developed an

2This includes the classical traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the sequential ordering.
3The quadratic assignment, graph coloring and generalized assignment problems fall under this

category.
4Some of the examples include multiple knapsack, set covering and weight constrained graph tree

partition problems.
5Examples are classification rules, baysian networks and the fuzzy systems.
6This includes the optical network routing, connection-oriented and connectionless network routing.
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ACO based detection method for binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulated signal

transmissions. This is described in detail below.

4.3.1 The Heuristic Framework

We now present our soft decision based ACO technique for near-ML detection of the

cochannel signals assuming BPSK transmissions [87]. Note that our proposed receiver

structure has the ability to perform consistently even when the system is operating

under overload. Furthermore, it offers near ML performance with significant reduction

in the computational complexity.

Recall the k-th BPSK modulated symbol is denoted xk ∈ ±1. The soft estimate of the

k-th transmitted signal can be expressed as [91]

x̃k = ln

(∑
x∈χk

+1
p̄(y|x,H)∑

x∈χk
−1
p̄(y|x,H)

)
, (4.2)

where xk ∈ χ, χk
b ⊆ χNT represents the set of all possible solutions in which the k-th

transmitted signal, xk = b (b = ±1), and is defined as

χk
b =

{
x = (x1 . . . xk . . . xNT

)T | xj ∈ χ, xk = b
}
. (4.3)

The conditional PDF of y is already obtained (Section 3.2) as

p̄(y|x,H) =
1

(πσ2ν)
NT

exp

(
−∥y −Hx∥2

σ2ν

)
. (4.4)

Therefore, substituting (4.4) into (4.2) and solving produces the soft estimate of the

k-th transmitted signal as

x̃k = ln

 ∑
x∈χk

+1

exp

(
−∥y −Hx∥2

2σ2ν

)− ln

 ∑
x∈χk

−1

exp

(
−∥y −Hx∥2

2σ2ν

) (4.5)

Here, the evaluation of the exponential function for all the |χ|NT−1 terms in the sum-

mations imposes excessive computational efforts for large values of NT . To avoid this,
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only the most dominant term can be considered using the so called max-log MAP ap-

proximation [92] for updating the soft estimation of the transmitted signals. Hence

(4.2) can be approximated by

x̃k ≈ 1

2σ2ν

[
min
x∈χk

−1

∥y −Hx∥2 − min
x∈χk

+1

∥y −Hx∥2
]

(4.6)

In our soft ACO detection algorithm [87], a group of artificial ants performs a sequence

of operations iteratively to construct a list of candidate solution vectors C = {ca}Aa=1

which are contained within a subset of the overall ML solution space, where A is the

total number of ants. This list is then divided into two sublists Ck
+1 and Ck

−1 based

on the value of the k-th element in ca (where Ck
b is the list containing all the vectors

in which the kth element is equal to b). Now the sets χk
−1 and χk

+1 are replaced with

the lists Ck
−1 and Ck

+1 respectively in (4.5) to generate soft information to be used in

the next iteration. The iterative procedure continues until the termination criteria has

reached.

A block diagram of the proposed ACO assisted receiver for BPSK signalling7 is shown

in Fig. 4.1. An MMSE based preprocessor produces an initial soft estimate and the

corresponding hard decision. The hard decision is used to create a moving-pattern

table while the soft estimate is employed in the calculation of the heuristic value. For

the purpose of updating the soft signal estimates, the ACO search process generates a

list of likely candidate solutions. To build a candidate solution, every ant performs a

circular tour through a moving-pattern table.

After the solution construction process is over, each ant deposits its solution to a

candidate solution list which is then used to update the soft estimates of the transmitted

signal. As a last step before going to the next iteration, the pheromone update is

performed according to the elite ant strategy8. The developed receiver is capable of

handling all type of system load factors, LF . It is assumed that the channel estimator

is producing a perfect estimate of the CSI i.e. Ĥ = H. The internal specifications and

working of the channel estimation process is outside the scope of this work.

7For BPSK modulation, the set χ = {−1,+1} and the modulation alphabet size |χ| = 2.
8This is done in order to keep the search experience of the ants up to date.
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Figure 4.1 Structure of the soft ACO based receiver

Finally, a complete sequence of steps performed by the algorithm to compute the so-

lution, x̂ = [x̂1 . . . x̂NT
], are shown in Fig. 4.2 while each individual phase is described

next. Inputs to the detector are, the received signal y, channel matrix H, modulation

alphabet size |χ|, noise variance σ2ν , the number of ACO iterations I and number of

ants A.

4.3.2 Preprocessing

During preprocessing, an initial soft estimate, x̃(0) = [x̃1x̃2 . . . x̃NT
], and the corre-

sponding hard decision, x̂(0) = [x̂1x̂2 . . . x̂NT
], are obtained from the linear MMSE

detector. To compute an estimate of the k-th transmitted signal, the received signal is

passed through a linear MMSE filter represented by the matrix W as

x̃k = wH
k y

= wH
k hkxk +

NT∑
l=1
l ̸=k

wH
k hlxl +wH

k ν

= w̃kxk + ν̃k, (4.7)
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Figure 4.2 Flowchart of the proposed ACO based receiver for binary signalling.

where w̃k = wH
k hk is a scaling factor while ν̃j =

∑NT
l=1
l ̸=j

wH
k hlxl +wH

k ν represents the

combination of CCI and the transformed noise. The variable ν̃k is well approximated

by a Gaussian distribution [93] with mean zero and variance σ2ν̃,k = w̃k (1− w̃k). Hence,

the PDF of x̃k can be expressed as [94]

p̄ (x̃k|xk, w̃k) =
1

πσ2ν̃,k
exp

(
−|x̃k − w̃kxk|2

σ2ν̃,k

)
, ∀xk ∈ χ. (4.8)

Finally, the initial soft estimate of the k-th transmitted signal is defined by the likeli-

hood value [91]

L̃k = ln
p̄ (x̃k|xk = +1, w̃k)

p̄ (x̃k|xk = −1, w̃k)
, (4.9)
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This can be further simplified and expressed using (4.8) as

L̃k = ln

exp

(
− 1

σ2
ν̃,k

|x̃k − w̃kxk)|2xk=+1

)
exp

(
− 1

σ2
ν̃,k

|x̃k − w̃kxk|2xk=−1

)
=

1

σ2ν̃,k

(
|x̃k − w̃kxk|2xk=−1 − |x̃k − w̃kxk|2xk=+1

)
. (4.10)

The ants utilize the soft estimate in (4.10) to calculate the heuristic value corresponding

to each transmitted signal. From (4.10), a hard output can also be obtained as

x̂k = Qχ

(
L̃k

)
, j = 1, 2 . . . NT (4.11)

where Qχ(.) is defined as

Qχ

(
L̃k

)
= argmin

x∈χ

∣∣∣L̃k − x
∣∣∣2 . (4.12)

The detected signal x̂k is used in creating the moving-pattern table during the initial-

ization phase.

4.3.3 Iterative Solution Construction and Refinement

Initialization

As a first step towards the iterative solution construction and refinement, the following

parameters are initialized by the detector to carry out the ACO search process [87].

1. A moving-pattern table, Φ
(0)
2×NT

= {ϕij}, which consists of x̂(0) as its first row

and its complement as the second row9. An ant starts walking within this table

at a randomly chosen column index and selects a single element from that column

(i.e. either from first row or second row of Φ) based on the associated amount

of pheromone and the heuristic value. The ants have to take a cyclic tour within

9For BPSK, the complement can be obtained by just flipping the bits at the corresponding locations
in x̂(0).
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the moving-pattern table and select one element from each column in order to

construct a solution.

2. A pheromone table, τ 2×NT
= {τij} = 1 (where 1 is an all ones matrix of the same

dimension as τ ), to which each ant contributes the experience about its search

process in the form of depositing and evaporating the pheromone. Furthermore,

it is periodically reinitialized for the purposes of a thorough exploration of the

search space and to avoid an early convergence to a local optimum solution.

3. An ant trail table, T
(a)
2×NT

=
{
T a
ij

}
for a = 1, . . . , A, i = 1, 2 and j = 1, . . . , NT .

It keeps record of the visited locations in the moving-pattern table, Φ
(0)
2×NT

. This

information is used by the ants to deposit the pheromone in the pheromone table

τ during the pheromone update stage.

A graph based illustration of the moving-pattern table is presented in the next section

along with its link to both the pheromone table and the ant trail table.

ACO Search Process

The moving-pattern table can be modeled as a multigraph, G = (V, E), where V is a

set of NT vertices or nodes and E is a set of (|χ|NT ) edges. Each node corresponds to

a component of the solution vector and the |χ| = 2 edges between any two consecutive

nodes provide links for ants to access them. Ants are allowed to walk on this graph

from one node to another along the edges. Each of the edges has an associated heuristic

value and pheromone strength using which the ant calculates a transition probability.

According to this probability, an ant chooses a particular component of the solution

vector from the signal set χ and moves on to the next node. In this way, ants follow

an incremental solution construction strategy where a single component of the solution

vector is selected at a time. To build a complete length NT candidate solution vector,

an ant takes NT steps selecting one solution component during each step.

Entries of the pheromone table, τ , reflect the pheromone strength on the edges E of

the graph G. Also the ant trail table, T, keeps track of the set of edges followed by

each ant during the solution construction. This information is used by the algorithm to
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update the pheromone on the edges E of the graph later during the pheromone update

phase.

The ACO search process is carried out as outlined in [87] to generate the candidate

solutions list C = {c(i)a }Aa=1 containing A solution vectors generated by the A ants. The

ants walk through the moving-pattern table (or equivalently over the problem graph)

and probabilistically select one of the two components from each of its column based

on the associated pheromone strength and the heuristic value. The heuristic value for

the k-th transmitted signal calculated by the a-th ant is given by

ηak =
1

2 + |x̃(i−1)(k)|+
∑

l∈V a |x̃(i−1)(l)|
, (4.13)

where V a represents the short-term memory of the a-th ant. It is a set containing

the indices of the locations where the ant has chosen an element of the solution vector

from second row (or equivalently from the complement of the current best solution10)

of the moving-pattern table, Φ. Note that the definition of heuristic value in (4.13)

constrains the solution constructed by the a-th ant in the neighborhood of the current

best solution.

Based on this heuristic value, the probability of selection for the k-th transmitted signal

by the a-th ant is given as

pak = τ2k η
a
k . (4.14)

Here, τ is the pheromone table which is already defined and initialized in the initializa-

tion step. More precisely, (4.14) specifies the probability of selecting the complement

of the hard decision from the previous iteration.

A partial graphical view of the search process is shown in Fig. 4.3 where the moving-

pattern table is modeled as a multigraph with ants walking over it to build solutions.

Following this interpretation, (4.14) represent the probability of transition of the a-

th ant from (k − 1)-th node to the k-th node as shown in Fig. 4.3. Clearly, the

transition probability depends on both, the heuristic value and, the pheromone strength

10Current best solution, x̂, is the MMSE solution in the first iteration and the solution obtained
from (4.22) during later iterations.
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Figure 4.3 Problem graph and an illustration of solution construction by the ants.

on the edges joining (k − 1)-th node to the k-th node. The heuristic value in (4.13)

is calculated from the soft estimates which in turn are calculated based on the MAP

rule (4.2)-(4.6). The pheromone strength, which represents the past search experience

of the ant-colony, actually biases the soft values in the region where more promising

solutions were discovered in the past.

Fitness Evaluation

The fitness value of all the solutions contained in list C is evaluated next using a fitness

function. The fitness function is defined using the ML Euclidean distance metric (5.5)

Λ(u) = ∥y −Hu∥2, (4.15)

where u is the candidate solution vector in consideration. It is important to note

that the fitness function produces a scalar value which acts as a quality indicator of

the corresponding solution. The fitness values of the generated solutions are therefore

calculated as

Λ(ca) = ∥y −Hca∥2, a = 1, 2 . . . A (4.16)

where ca ∈ C and C = {c1, c2 . . . cA}.
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Soft Signal Estimation

The soft estimate of the k-th transmitted symbol x̃k ∈ x̃ is updated using the candidate

solutions list C = {ca}Aa=1 and the max-log MAP approximation in (4.6) as

x̃k ≈ 1

2σ2ν
[∥y −Hc−1∥2 − ∥y −Hc+1∥2], (4.17)

where cb = argminc∈ Ck
b
∥y − Hc∥2 and Ck

b is a sublist of vectors from the list C =

{ca}Aa=1 (i.e. Ck
b ⊆ C) defined as

Ck
b =

{
ca = (ca1 . . . cak . . . caNT

)T | ca ∈ C, cak = b
}
, a = 1 . . . A (4.18)

where b = −1 or + 1.

Pheromone Update

In pheromone update step, the pheromone table τ is modified to reflect up to date

search experience of the ants. Pheromone evaporation is performed first and is followed

by depositing new pheromone.

• During pheromone evaporation, a fraction of pheromone strength associated with

all the possible edges is removed first as

τ = (1− ρ) τ , (4.19)

where ρ = 1
2 for the AS algorithm11.

• The pheromone is deposited based on the elite ant strategy [95]. In elite ant

strategy, a set of ants, termed elite ants, is formed based on the fitness value of

the solutions generated by the ants. The selected ants are then only allowed to

participate in the pheromone update activity. We define the elite ants to be those

which have produced a better quality solution than the best solution in terms of

the fitness value. The fitness value of the best solution, x̂(i−1) = Qχ

(
x̃(i−1)

)
(here

11More details on the AS algorithm can be found in Appendix B.
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Qχ(.) again denote the constellation quantizer), is denoted Λ′ = Λ(x̂(i−1)) and is

obtained via (4.15). Using Λ′, the set of elite ants is formed as

CE =
{
ca = (ca1 . . . cak . . . caNT

)T |ca ∈ C, Λ′ ≥ Λ(ca)
}
, a = 1 . . . A. (4.20)

The pheromone is then increased on the edges E of the graph G belonging to only

the elite ants. To do so, the algorithm employs the ant trail tableT which contains

the information about the locations visited by the ants within the moving-pattern

table (or equivalently the complete path followed by the ant on the graph to build

its solution). As such, T represents the memory of the ants. The pheromone is

deposited as follows

τ (T a
1k, T

a
2k) = τ (T a

1k, T
a
2k) + ∆τ, ∀ ca ∈ CE (4.21)

where ∆τ = NT
Λ(ca)

. Also, T a
1k is the row index whereas T a

2k is the column index of

the k-th selected signal by the a-th ant inside the moving-pattern table.

An important point here is to note that the convergence process ceases after a certain

number of iterations initially. This is due to the reason that all the ants start producing

similar solutions giving rise to a stagnation situation [86]. As a solution to this problem,

it is discovered that by periodically reinitializing the pheromone table, τ , the premature

convergence of the algorithm to a suboptimum solution can be avoided.

Output Solution

After the completion of I iterations, a hard decision x̂ is obtained from x̃ as

x̂j = Qχ (x̃j) , j = 1, 2 . . . NT (4.22)

where Qχ(.) is defined as

Qχ (x̃j) = argmin
x∈χ

|x̃j − x|2 . (4.23)
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4.3.4 Computational Complexity

The complexity of the proposed receiver depends on the number of fitness evaluations

performed during the ACO based iterative signal estimation process. The approximate

complexity in terms of ML metric evaluations, (5.5) or equivalently (4.15), is given as

AI metric calculations12. This is much less than the complexity of ML detection which

requires 2NT metric evaluations using (5.5). As an example, with NT = 8 transmitted

signals, 216 = 65536 metric evaluations are required for the exhaustive ML search. On

the other hand, it takes AI = (500)(28) = 14000 metric evaluations by ACO to reach

nearly the same performance in the critically loaded systems.

The complexity of the developed receiver in terms of the number of real multiplications

and additions can be expressed respectively as

R×
ACO−I = R×

PP +R×
IP (4.24)

and

R+
ACO−I = R+

PP +R+
IP , (4.25)

where R×
PP = R×

LD and R+
PP = R+

LD are the complexities of the preprocessing stage in

terms of the number of real multiplications and additions which are already obtained in

(3.18) and (3.19), respectively13. The terms R×
IP and R+

IP represent the complexity (in

terms of real multiplications and additions) of the ACO assisted iterative soft processing

part of the algorithm.

As explained, the total number fitness evaluations performed by the ACO assisted

receiver is AI. With BPSK modulation in use, the fitness value calculation of a single

candidate solution requires 2NRNT + 2NR real multiplications and 2NRNT +NR − 1

real additions. Therefore, the complexity terms R×
IP and R+

IP can be calculated as

R×
IP = (2NRNT + 2NR)AI (4.26)

12The computational costs associated with ACO operations like calculation of heuristic values, tran-
sition probability and the pheromone update are significantly smaller than those for the metric calcu-
lations.

13This is due to the fact that the preprocessing is based on the linear MMSE detector which is
discussed in Section 3.3.
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Figure 4.4 BER performance of a critically loaded system with NT = NR = 16 and A = 500.

and

R+
IP = (2NRNT +NR − 1)AI, (4.27)

Substituting these values of R×
IP and R+

IP in (4.24) and (4.25) produces the overall

complexity of the ACO based detector.

4.3.5 Simulation Results

In this section, we present the simulation results for signal detection in a frequency-flat

fading channel. We consider first a critically loaded cochannel system, LF = 1, with

NT = 16 transmitted signals and NR = 16 receive diversity branches. We assume

perfect CSI is available at the receiver. A table of parameters for our soft ACO based

detection is presented in Table 4.1.

Fig. 4.4 depicts the BER performance of the ACO-based soft detector where we have

used A = 500 ants to search for the optimum solution over the entire solution space χNT .

Different curves in this figure represent the performance of different detection schemes
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Figure 4.5 BER versus I, at 13dB for a critically loaded system with NT = NR = 16 and A =
100− 400.

Table 4.1 ACO Detection Parameters (Modulation is BPSK for all the cases)

Figure NT NR A I

Fig. 4.4 16 16 500 2, 5, 10, 25

Fig. 4.5 16 16 100-400 1-40

Fig. 4.6 16 12 500 2, 5, 10, 40

Fig. 4.7 16 12 100-500 1-40

Fig. 4.8 16 10 500 2, 5, 10, 40

(ML, MMSE, ordered SIC (OSIC), and ACO) with different numbers of iterations

(I = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 25).

For the same system, we present the BER performance at 13 dB with varying number

of iterations in Fig.4.5. It can be seen, the performance of the proposed ACO based

detection converges to that of ML detection within a finite number of iterations (I = 28

in the case of A = 400). Also in Fig. 4.5, it is important to note that the algorithm

attains a stagnation situation [86] after a certain number of iterations (for example,

after 7 iterations initially). Due to this, all the ants start producing the same solutions

resulting in no further performance improvement. As a solution, it is found that by
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Figure 4.6 BER performance of an overloaded system with NT = 16, NR = 12 and A = 500.

periodically reinitializing the pheromone table, τ , the stagnation situation can be ex-

ited. In this case, the pheromone table is reinitialized to, τ = 1 (where 1 is an all ones

matrix of the same dimension as τ ) after 7 iterations initially and then after every 3

iterations.

Similarly, BER performance comparison of different detection schemes in overloaded

conditions is shown in Fig. 4.6. Overloaded conditions are challenging as NT > NR,

which results in an underdetermined system. Here, we consider NT = 16 and NR = 12

which implies an overload factor of LF = 1.33. Again, it is evident that the performance

of the ACO based scheme approaches that of ML detection with an increasing number

of ACO iterations. In Fig. 4.7, it can again be seen that at an SNR of 13 dB, the

overloaded soft ACO detector is converging to the performance of ML detection using

A = 500 ants. Again, the stagnation situation is clearly evident here which periodically

limits the algorithm convergence. As discussed earlier, the pheromone is reinitialized

to recommence the convergence process and to improve the system performance.

Finally, in Fig. 4.8, the BER performance comparison of ML, MMSE and ACO for
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Figure 4.7 BER versus I at 13dB for an overloaded system with NT = 16, NR = 12 and A =
100− 500.

NT = 16 and NR = 10 is shown. Note that the system loading factor in this case

increases to LF = 1.60 which implies an overload of 60%. We observe an error floor

below a BER of 10−3 for A = 500 and I = 40. Error control coding could be used to

further improve performance in this case.

An estimate of complexity figures associated with each of the above scenario is presented

in Table 4.2. The number of transmitted signals NT = 16 and the modulation is BPSK

in all these cases. For reference purposes, a percentage complexity comparison with

ML detector is also shown. For the system with NR = 16, it can be seen that the

ACO detector achieves ML performance at the expense of a computational cost which

is only 19% of the ML detector. This implies 81% complexity savings in comparison to

the ML detector. Similarly, the ACO detector offers 69.48% savings in computational

costs when NR = 12 and NR = 10.
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Figure 4.8 BER performance of an overloaded system with NT = 16, NR = 10 and A = 500.

Table 4.2 Number of Real Multiplications (NT = 16 in all cases)

ACO Detector ML Detector % ML

NR A I R× R×

16 500 2 5.44E5 3.57E7 1.53%
16 500 5 1.36E6 3.57E7 3.81%
16 500 10 2.72E6 3.57E7 7.63%
16 500 25 6.80E6 3.57E7 19.07%

12 500 2 4.08E5 2.67E7 1.53%
12 500 5 1.02E6 2.67E7 3.81%
12 500 10 2.04E6 2.67E7 7.63%
12 500 40 8.16E6 2.67E7 30.52%

10 500 2 3.40E5 2.23E7 1.53%
10 500 5 8.50E5 2.23E7 3.81%
10 500 10 1.70E6 2.23E7 7.63%
10 500 40 6.80E6 2.23E7 30.52%

4.4 ACO ASSISTED DETECTOR FOR NON-BINARY SIGNALS

In the last section, we developed ACO assisted detector for the cochannel systems

employing binary signals for transmission. For better utilization of system bandwidth
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and to achieve higher data rates, a higher order signalling scheme is used in most of

the practical communication systems. Therefore, we develop ACO assisted detector for

non-binary modulation in this section. The proposed algorithm relies on the MMSE

detector for the calculation of the heuristic value whereas MMAS algorithm14 is used

to define the solution construction mechanism.

Although the ACO based algorithm presented in this section can only handle a lightly

overloaded system offering a degraded performance but the results provide motivation

to investigate novel techniques in this direction to discover new algorithms having

potential of achieving near-ML performance. One such technique is presented in the

next chapter.

4.4.1 The Heuristic Framework

In MUD, the success of ACO based algorithms depends on the way the problem-specific

heuristic information is defined and utilized. A well-defined heuristic criteria and the

corresponding heuristic value results in superior performance and convergence of the

algorithm. In this section, we develop ACO assisted detection algorithms which rely

upon the linear MMSE based detector for defining and processing the heuristic values.

Recalling from Section 3.3, the MMSE estimate of the i-th transmitted signal is formed

by passing the received signal through a linear filter as follows

x̃i = wH
i y = wH

i hixi +

NT∑
l=1
l ̸=i

wH
i hlxl +wH

k ν

= w̃ixi + ν̃i, (4.28)

where w̃i = wH
i hi and the quantity ν̃i =

∑NT
l=1
l ̸=j

wH
i hlxl +wH

i ν can be approximated

by a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance σ2ν̃,i = w̃i (1− w̃i) [93].

The PDF of x̃i can be expressed as [94]

p̄ [x̃i|xi = χ(l)] =
1

πσ2ν̃,i
exp

(
−|x̃i − w̃ixi|2

σ2ν̃,i

)
, l = 1, 2 . . . |χ| . (4.29)

14Interested reader is referred to Appendix B for details on MMAS ACO algorithm.
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For QPSK modulated signals, χ = {+1 + j,+1− j,−1 + j,−1− j}, the evaluation of

(4.29) produces a value of p̄ [x̃i|xi = χ(l)] corresponding to each of the possible symbols

in χ. Therefore, the PDF in (4.29) is used by the proposed ACO assisted detection

algorithm to define the heuristic value.

4.4.2 Solution Construction using ACO

A total of A ants are assigned the task of traversing the problem graph and building

A candidate solution vectors. The ants consider the solution construction process as a

random walk over a multigraph, G = (V, E), where V is a set of NT vertices or nodes

and E is a set of (|χ|NT ) edges or links. Each node represents a component of the

solution vector and the |χ| edges between two consecutive nodes provide links for ants

to travel across the graph. Each of the ants is assigned a starting node position at the

beginning of the algorithm15. It then performs a circular tour on the graph moving

from one node to the other to form a length-NT solution vector.

The heuristic value associated with the l-th edge between node (i−1) and node i (which

is a potential candidate for the i-th component of the solution vector) is calculated using

(4.29) as

ηil =
1

ξil
, l = 1, 2 . . . |χ| , (4.30)

where ξil = p̄ [x̃i|xi = χ(l)] is already available from (4.29).

Ants move from node (i− 1) to node i, according to the transition probability

pil =
(τil)

α · (ηil)β∑|χ|
k=1 (τik)

α · (ηik)β
, l = 1, 2 . . . |χ| , (4.31)

where τil and ηik are the pheromone strength and the heuristic value associated with

the edges involved.

Using this incremental solution construction strategy, each ant builds a complete length-

NT candidate solution vector in NT moves where a single component of the solution

vector is selected in one such move. The output of the search process is a list L̄ =

15This is usually done by generating a length-A vector with elements randomly (following a uniform
distribution) picked from the set of all the possible indices {1, 2 . . . NT }.
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{xa}Aa=1 containing
∣∣L̄∣∣ = A candidate solution vectors. The next stage is the evaluation

of fitness of each of the generated solutions in the list L̄. The fitness value produced by

the fitness function acts as a quality indicator of the hypothesized solution. For this

purpose, the ML Euclidean distance metric in (5.5) is defined as the fitness function

and the fitness value is computed accordingly as

Λa = ∥y −Hxa∥2 , a = 1, 2 . . . A. (4.32)

The vector with the minimum fitness value is designated as the iteration’s best solution,

x†, and is calculated as

x† = argmin
x∈L̄

∥y −Hx∥2 . (4.33)

Likewise, the global best solution, x‡, is defined as the best solution in terms of fitness

value since the start of the algorithm. Now, if the algorithm is performing its first

search iteration then, x‡ = x†, otherwise it is calculated as

x‡ =


x‡, if Λ‡ <= Λ†

x†, if Λ‡ > Λ†.

(4.34)

Both the iteration best and the global best solutions are used in the pheromone update

process.

4.4.3 Pheromone Update

Before moving on to the next ACO iteration / stage, pheromone update is performed

on the edges of the problem graph to reflect the up to date search experience of the

ants. Using MMAS algorithm, the pheromone is updated in two steps: pheromone

evaporation and pheromone deposit. First, the pheromone evaporation is performed as

[86]

τmn = (1− ρ) τmn, ∀ (m,n), (4.35)

where ρ is the pheromone evaporation rate. It is assigned a small value to ensure a

thorough exploration of the search space. We use ρ = 0.02 as suggested in [86]. Second,
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the pheromone is deposited on the edges corresponding to iteration best solution, x†,

in proportion to its fitness value, Λ† =
∥∥y −Hx†∥∥2, as follows [86]

τmn = τmn +∆τ †mn, (4.36)

where

∆τ †mn =
1

Λ† (4.37)

To avoid stagnation situation, the pheromone strength on each of the edges is allowed

to assume values only inside a particular interval [τmin, τmax]. The maximum possible

pheromone value τmax is defined using ρ and (4.33) as [86]

τmax =
1

ρ · Λ† . (4.38)

Note that the initial values of the pheromone on all the edges are set equal to τmax,

i.e. τ 0 = τmax · 1, where 1 is an all ones matrix with the same dimensions as τ . Using

the maximum pheromone value τmax stated in (4.38) and an ACO parameter a0 [86],

the minimum pheromone value τmin can be computed as

τmin =
τmax

a0
. (4.39)

The parameter a0 is defined as

a0 =
(NT − 1) NT

√
pbest

1− NT
√
pbest

, (4.40)

where pbest is the probability of generating a best solution when the solution has con-

verged. A recommended value for pbest is 0.05 [96].

The solution construction process and the pheromone update process are repeatedly

performed by the algorithm for a total of I ACO iterations. At the end, the global best

solution, x‡, is declared as the detected signal vector by the ACO based detector.
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4.4.4 Computational Complexity

From the point of view of complexity, the detection process can be divided into two main

parts namely, the computation of individual symbol probabilities from (4.29) and the

evaluation of fitness values in (4.32). Since, the symbol probabilities are based on the

MMSE estimate so the associated complexity can be stated in terms of the complexity of

MMSE detector. Keeping this in view, the complexity of the ACO assisted detector in

terms of the number of real multiplications and additions can respectively be expressed

as

R×
ACO = R×

LD +R×
FE (4.41)

and

R+
ACO = R+

LD +R+
FE , (4.42)

whereR×
LD andR+

LD are the complexities of the linear receiver in terms of the number of

real multiplications and additions, respectively. These are already obtained in Section

3.3 as

R×
LD = 4N3

T + 8N2
TNR + 4NRNT (4.43)

and

R+
LD = 4N3

T +N2
T (8NR − 2) + 2NRNT −NT . (4.44)

The terms R×
FE and R+

FE represent the complexity of the fitness evaluation stage in

terms of real multiplications and additions. During the fitness evaluation step, the

ML Euclidean distance is evaluated for a total of A candidate solutions in every ACO

iteration. One such evaluation of the fitness function results in (4NRNT + 4NR) real

multiplications and (4NRNT + 4NR − 2) real additions. Therefore, the total complex-

ity of performing AI fitness evaluations results in the complexity

R×
FE = (4NRNT + 4NR)AI (4.45)

and

R+
FE = (4NRNT + 4NR − 2)AI. (4.46)
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Substituting (4.43)-(4.46) back in (4.41) and (4.42) yield the overall complexity of the

ACO assisted detector.

4.4.5 Simulation Results

We now discuss the performance of the proposed ACO assisted detector with the help

of computer simulations. We consider a frequency-flat fading channel and perfect CSI

available at the receiver. All the transmitted signals are assumed to be quaternary

phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulated. Since the internal specifications of ACO assisted

detector rely on hard decision statistics, therefore most of the performance gains are

obtained within one ACO iteration. Hence, I = 1 is assumed for all the scenarios.

Table 4.3 lists the parameter settings for the simulation results in this section.

Table 4.3 Detector parameters used in simulations

Figure NT NR A I Modulation

Fig. 4.9 8 8 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500 1 QPSK

Fig. 4.10 8 8 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500 1 QPSK

Fig. 4.11 8 6 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500 1 QPSK

Fig. 4.12 8 6 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500 1 QPSK

Fig. 4.13 8 5 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500, 15000 1 QPSK

Fig. 4.14 8 5 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000, 12500, 15000 1 QPSK

The BER performance of a critically loaded system with NT = NR = 8 having LF =

1.00 is shown in Fig. 4.9. All the transmitted signals are QPSK modulated. Clearly,

the ACO detector offers near-ML performance in low-to-medium SNR region. The

performance, however, starts deteriorating at high SNR values. The performance of

ACO detector against varying number of ants at an SNR of γ = 10 dB is shown in

Fig. 4.10. Here, MMSE and ML detector performances are also shown for the purpose

of comparisons. In general, the performance of ACO assisted detector improves as the

number of ants are increased, but this comes at the cost of a higher computational

requirements as indicated by Table 4.4.

Fig. 4.11 shows the performance of a cochannel system withNT = 8 transmitted signals

and a receiver employing NR = 6 antennas. This corresponds to a load factor of LF =
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Figure 4.9 BER performance for a critically loaded system with NT = NR = 8.

Table 4.4 Complexity Comparison (NT = 8, NR = 8)

No. of Real Multiplications % ML

ML MMSE ACO

1.89E7 6.40E3 A = 1000 2.88E5 1.53%
1.89E7 6.40E3 A = 2000 5.76E5 3.05%
1.89E7 6.40E3 A = 5000 1.44E6 7.63%
1.89E7 6.40E3 A = 7500 2.16E6 11.44%
1.89E7 6.40E3 A = 10000 2.88E6 15.26%
1.89E7 6.40E3 A = 12500 3.60E6 19.07%

1.33. The results show that the ACO detector with 1000 ants is capable of achieving a

superior BER performance than MMSE detector. The performance further improves

if more ants are used. However, the performance gap between ML and ACO detectors

increases in high SNR regime. In Fig. 4.12, performance of ACO based detector is

plotted with a varying number of ants, A, at an SNR of γ = 12 dB. The performance
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Figure 4.10 BER performance of NT = NR = 8 cochannel system at γ = 10 dB.

of MMSE and ACO detectors are also plotted for comparison purposes. It is evident

that the performance improves as A increases, but at the cost of more computational

expenses. This can be seen in Table 4.5 which lists the complexity associated with the

algorithm. A percentage complexity comparison between the proposed ACO assisted

detector and that of the ML detector is also provided.

Table 4.5 Complexity Comparison (NT = 8, NR = 6)

No. of Real Multiplications % ML

ML MMSE ACO

1.42E7 5.31E3 A = 1000 2.16E5 1.53%
1.42E7 5.31E3 A = 2000 4.32E5 3.05%
1.42E7 5.31E3 A = 5000 1.08E6 7.63%
1.42E7 5.31E3 A = 7500 1.62E6 11.44%
1.42E7 5.31E3 A = 10000 2.16E6 15.26%
1.42E7 5.31E3 A = 12500 2.70E6 19.07%
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Figure 4.11 BER performance for an overloaded system with NT = 8, NR = 6.

To consider a more challenging scenario, the number of receive antennas are decreased

to NR = 5 whereas the number of transmitted signals are remained unchanged, NT =

8. This translates into a load factor of LF = 1.60. Fig. 4.13 compares the BER

performance of different detectors. Although, the ACO detector show better results

in comparison to the MMSE detector, an error floor starts appearing at high SNR

values. This is due to the fact that the heuristic information defined for the ACO

algorithm is based on the output of the MMSE detector. A better heuristic criteria

may lead to better system performance16. A comparison of the performance between

ML, MMSE and the proposed ACO assisted detector (with varying number of ants, A)

is presented in Fig. 4.14. It can be seen that the addition of more ants produce better

results but with increased computational complexity. Table 4.6 presents the complexity

comparison of ML, MMSE and the ACO assisted detector.

16This is evident from the technique presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.12 BER performance of NT = 8, NR = 6 cochannel system at γ = 12 dB.

Table 4.6 Complexity Comparison (NT = 8, NR = 5)

No. of Real Multiplications % ML

ML MMSE ACO

1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 1000 2.16E5 1.53%
1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 2000 4.32E5 3.05%
1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 5000 1.08E6 7.63%
1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 7500 1.62E6 11.44%
1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 10000 2.16E6 15.26%
1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 12500 2.70E6 19.07%
1.18E7 4.77E3 A = 15000 2.70E6 22.89%

Although the performance of the proposed detector in this section is not ML-approaching,

the results are still encouraging and provide motivations for further investigations in

this direction. Furthermore, it is important to note that the performance of the pro-

posed ACO detector can be further improved by combining an error control coding

scheme and designing an effective soft information processing decoder at the receiver.
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Figure 4.13 BER performance for an overloaded system with NT = 8, NR = 5.

4.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we consider a cochannel system where NT signals are transmitted

over a frequency-flat fading channel. The receiver employs NR antennas to collect

the faded and superimposed copies of the transmitted signals. We developed two

reduced complexity detectors based on the ACO algorithm: a soft iterative processing

detection algorithm for binary signals [87] and an ACO assisted detector for non-binary

modulations.

The soft iterative processing detection algorithm for binary signals is composed of

two stages: preprocessing and iterative solution refinement. During preprocessing, the

receiver obtains an initial soft estimate and a hard decision from the linear MMSE

detector. The hard decision is used to create a moving-pattern table while the soft

estimate is employed in the calculation of the heuristic value. In the second phase,
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Figure 4.14 BER performance of NT = 8, NR = 5 cochannel system at γ = 14 dB.

ACO search process is iteratively executed to generate a list of likely candidate solution

vectors. The ants walk through the moving-pattern table (or equivalently the problem

graph) and probabilistically select one of the two components from each of its column

(which correspond to an edge in the problem graph) based on the associated pheromone

strength and the heuristic value. The search process benefits from the search experience

of the ants stored in the pheromone table as well as the heuristic values generated using

the updated soft signal estimates. At the end of the search process, each ant deposits

its solution to a candidate solution list (containing a total of A candidate solution

vectors). The list is used to update the soft estimate of the transmitted signals. The

iterative process continues to perform a total of I iterations where a more refined and

better quality solution emerges as a result. The detector outputs the final solution

after the completion of the last iteration. The receiver structure is designed such

that it continues operating under overloaded conditions. As such, its performance is
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investigated for three different system load factors (LF = 1, LF = 1.33 and LF = 1.60).

It is observed that the proposed technique achieves near-ML performance in critically

loaded cases (LF = 1) with significantly reduced complexity. For the challenging case

of overload (LF = 1.33 and LF = 1.60), it still offers performance close to ML at

low to moderate SNR. The receiver however exhibits an error floor at high SNRs with

increasing values of system load factor LF > 1.

The application of ACO to non-binary modulations have resulted in a sub-optimum

detector capable of handling lightly overloaded situations. The solution construction

process is modeled as a shortest-path finding problem over a multigraph. The ants build

candidate solutions by performing random walk on this graph. The algorithm employs

the PDF of the MMSE estimate as the heuristic criteria and computes the heuristic

information from it. ML Euclidean distance metric is used as a fitness function to

evaluate the quality of solution formed during the search process. The performance

of the developed approach is validated through computer simulations. Two different

loading conditions are considered for this purpose namely, LF = 1.33 and LF = 1.60.

For the case of lightly loaded conditions LF = 1.33, the proposed detector offers sub-

optimum but acceptable performance. However, the performance deteriorates as the

load factor is increased to LF = 1.60 and an error-floor starts appearing at high SNR.

This is due to the fact that the heuristic information depends on the PDF of the

MMSE estimate which itself suffers from error-floor in the high SNR regime. A better

heuristic criteria may lead to better system performance which will become evident

from the technique presented in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

NEAR-ML DETECTION OF COCHANNEL SIGNALS USING
ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we investigate a low-complexity near-ML detection technique for over-

loaded cochannel communication systems, where there are fewer antennas at the re-

ceiver than there are transmitted signals. It is well-known that optimal performance

is achieved using a joint ML receiver comes at the cost of complexity, which grows

exponentially with the number of transmitted signals. Many problem-specific heuristic

[2–5, 8, 9] and metaheuristic [6, 10, 11] reduced complexity techniques have been de-

veloped to achieve near-ML performance, but they either require large computational

efforts or tend to degrade performance (especially at high SNR).

In the previous chapter, we proposed an iterative soft detection technique based on ACO

which provided near-ML performance for significantly reduced complexity. However,

this approach is only valid for BPSK modulated signals. Furthermore, an error-floor at

high SNRs is also observed when the system load factor is increased beyond 1, i.e. for

LF > 1. The main reason for this is the degraded performance of the MMSE detector

which is used to provide an initial estimate to the ACO assisted iterative detection

stage.

Here, we describe an integrated framework comprising of an ACO metaheuristic and a

recursively defined ML search criteria to handle multilevel modulations. The resulting

receiver treats detection as finding a minimum-cost path over a weighted multigraph.

Artificial ants are allowed to walk on the graph in order to probabilistically build
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solutions using a modified ML metric. The receiver framework is independent of the

system loading condition. It achieves near-ML performance with significant savings

in the required computational efforts even in overloaded scenarios. As an example,

for Nt = 8 QPSK/4-QAM transmitted signals and a receiver equipped with Nr = 5

receive antennas, the ACO based receiver offers approximately 94% complexity savings

in comparison to the ML detector [23] and 69% complexity reduction compared to the

GA based approach [10].

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The system model and the receiver

structure is explained in Section 5.2. The detection framework of the proposed algo-

rithm is developed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, graph and tree based representations

of the detection problem are discussed in conjunction with an ACO algorithm. Section

5.5 presents a method to calculate the transition probability and the pheromone update

strategy. The extension of the proposed detection technique beyond QPSK is explained

in Section 5.6. An upper-bound on computational complexity of the proposed scheme

is derived in Section 5.7. Simulation results are presented in Section 5.8 along with

a discussion and comparison of complexity for different detection schemes. Finally,

Section 5.9 presents a chapter summary to conclude the discussion.

5.2 SYSTEM MODEL AND RECEIVER STRUCTURE

We consider the multiple-antenna system shown in Fig. 5.1, where NT cochannel

signals arrive at a receiver equipped with NR antennas after transmission through a

Rayleigh fading channel. Each transmitted signal, xj ∈ χ, is chosen from a |χ|-ary

complex signal constellation. The complex fading gain between the j-th transmitted

signal and the i-th receive antenna element is denoted hij . After passing the received

signals through a matched filter followed by symbol-rate sampling, a vector of received

signals, y ∈ CNR , can be formed which is related to the input vector x ∈ CNT as

y = Hx+ ν, (5.1)
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where ν ∈ CNR is additive temporally white complex Gaussian noise vector with

E
[
ννH

]
= σ2νINT

. The matrix H ∈ CNR×NT contains complex channel gains in-

terconnecting the transmitters and the receiver antenna array. The elements, hij , of H

are assumed to be iid with mean zero and a variance of 0.5 per dimension.

The overall receiver structure is shown in Fig. 5.1. The received signal is first passed

through a preprocessing stage after which the ACO search process is applied to con-

struct a near optimal solution vector. We assume the channel estimator produces per-

fect CSI i.e. Ĥ = H. The internal specifications and working of the channel estimation

process are outside the scope of this work.
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Figure 5.1 Receiver structure for the proposed detector.

5.3 THE HEURISTIC FRAMEWORK

The motivation for using ACO algorithms in MUD [50–52] is based on its successful

application to some well-known NP-hard optimization problems including the travel-

ing salesman problem (TSP) and the quadratic assignment problem [86]. Recently

[31], ACO has been used for near ML detection in critically loaded MIMO systems.
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However, the approach in [31] cannot handle overload because of its dependence on QR

factorization of the equivalent real-valued channel matrix. Hence, we develop an al-

gorithmic framework for overloaded conditions. An attractive feature of the proposed

algorithm is its direct applicability to multi-level signal modulations. The resulting

detection technique achieves ML performance when the system is critically loaded or

overloaded with significant complexity savings.

We begin by specifying a theoretical framework for constant modulus constellations

in order to apply the ACO algorithm. Using the Cholesky factorization, UHU =(
HHH− σ2νI

)
and the linear MMSE estimate in (3.14) with the MMSE filter matrix

given in (3.27), the modified ML metric is defined as

Λ′(x) = ∥U (x− x̃)∥2 ,

= (x− x̃)H UHU (x− x̃) . (5.2)

Upon substituting UHU =
(
HHH− σ2νI

)
and x̃ =

(
HHH+ σ2νINt

)−1
HHy into (5.2)

and solving, we get

Λ′(x) = (x− x̃)H
(
HHH− σ2νI

)
(x− x̃)

= xHHHHx− yHHx− xHHHy + σ2νx
Hx+ yHH

(
HHH+ σ2νI

)−1
HHy

(5.3)

Adding and subtracting yHy on the right hand side of (5.3) and collecting the terms

produces

Λ′(x) = ∥y −Hx∥2 + σ2νx
Hx+ yH

(
H
(
HHH+ σ2νI

)−1
HH − I

)
y. (5.4)

Clearly, the last term in (5.4) does not depend on x and the middle term is a constant

since xHx = constant, for constant modulus constellations. So, only the first term,

∥y −Hx∥2, depends on x and hence minimizing (5.2) is equivalent to minimizing the
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ML Euclidean distance metric

Λ (x) = ∥y −Hx∥2 . (5.5)

We can therefore write

x̂ = arg min
x∈ χNT

Λ(x) = arg min
x∈ χNT

∥y −Hx∥2 . (5.6)

The modified ML metric in (5.2) can be stated in equivalent form as

Λ′(x) = (x− x̃)H UHU (x− x̃)

=

NT∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣
NT∑
k=1

uik (xk − x̃k)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (5.7)

This can be computed using a recursive definition employing the componentwise ML

metric as [97]

λi = λi+1 +

∣∣∣∣∣
NT∑

k=i+1

uik (xk − x̃k) + uii (xi − x̃i)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, for i = (NT − 1) . . . 2, 1, (5.8)

and

λNT
= |uNTNT

(xNT
− x̃NT

)|2 . (5.9)

Recall, the ML detector in (3.9) searches a list L containing all |χ|NT possible combi-

nations1 of the vector to be estimated (i.e. all combinations of x where the individual

components xk are chosen from χ) and decides in favor of the one that yields the small-

est value of (5.7). Using ACO, we will consider only a subset, L̄, of the most promising

vectors from L as candidate solution vectors for consideration under the modified ML

rule of (5.7). The ants are modeled as intelligent computational agents responsible

for sensing more appropriate search regions containing better candidate solutions and

thus assisting in forming the sublists L̄. To do so, the ants form a complete candidate

solution using a problem-specific heuristic value and the pheromone levels associated

1ML detector actually treats all |χ|NT possible vectors as candidate solution vectors.
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with the paths on which they travel.

5.4 SOLUTION CONSTRUCTION USING ACO

In our proposed ACO based approach, the detection problem is viewed as finding a

minimum weight path over a weighted multigraph G = (V, E), where V is a set of

(NT + 1) vertices or nodes and E is a set of (|χ|NT ) edges. Each ant is allowed to

traverse the graph from one node to another along one of the |χ| edges.

5.4.1 Graph-Based Search Model

Detection starts by dispatching A ants to invoke the ACO search process and builds

a solution in every search stage/iteration. At the end of the search process, a list

L̄ ⊆ L is generated containing a maximum of A possible candidate solution vectors.

The a-th vector in the list can be expressed as xa =
[
xa1 x

a
2 . . . x

a
NT

]
. Each ant treats

the construction of the length NT candidate solution vector as a random walk through

(NT + 1) nodes. A total of |χ| edges or paths exist between any two consecutive nodes

each uniquely representing one member of the signal constellation. As a first step

towards solution construction, the a-th ant chooses an appropriate candidate symbol

in place of x
(a)
NT

. Selection is based on the transition probability associated with the

path, which depends on the path-specific heuristic value and the pheromone level2.

The ant then moves to the next node, (NT − 1), to decide the next candidate symbol,

x
(a)
NT−1, thus forming a partial candidate solution vector [x

(a)
NT−1 x

(a)
NT

]. The process

continues until the ant arrives at the last node, where it selects x
(a)
1 , and thus the

entire transmitted signal vector x(a) is formed.

The process is illustrated in Fig. 5.2 for 4-QAM modulation which implies |χ| =

4 and χ = {−1− j,−1 + j, 1− j, 1 + j}. At node (i + 1), the ant has |χ| = 4 paths

available to travel to the next node, node-i. Associated with each of these paths is its

heuristic desirability ηail (l = 1, 2 . . . |χ| ) calculated by the a-th ant, and the pheromone

level, τil. Together these two quantities guide the ants in choosing one of the |χ| paths

and hence in performing a complete walk to construct a length NT candidate solution.

2Computation of the heuristic value and pheromone level is explained in detail in the next section.
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Figure 5.2 ACO detection process for 4-QAM modulation.

While the pheromone-levels are controlled differently for each variant of the ACO al-

gorithm, the heuristic desirability, ηail, is calculated as

ηail =
1

λail
, (5.10)

where λail is the partial Euclidean distance from node NT to node i with only the l-th

path from node (i+ 1) to node i included3. It is also referred to as the fitness value of

the l-th path from node (i+ 1) to node i and is computed using (5.8) as

λail = λai+1 + |ψi + uii (xl − x̃i)|2 , l = 1 . . . |χ| ,

where

ψi =

Nt∑
k=i+1

uik

(
x
(a)
k − x̃k

)
, i = (NT − 1) . . . 2, 1 and a = 1 . . . A, (5.11)

and λai+1 is the partial ML metric (PMM) stored by the a-th ant after a specific path to

node i is chosen. It takes into account the contribution from already detected symbols

by the a-th ant, xai+1 . . . x
a
NT

. The term, uii(xl − x̃i), in (5.11) denotes the current

symbol, which has not yet been decided. Also, the desirability for the path associated

with symbol, xNt , which is detected first, is calculated using (5.9) as

λaNT l = |uNTNT
(xl − x̃NT

)|2 , l = 1, 2 . . . |χ| . (5.12)

3Note that xNt is the first symbol added to the candidate solution vector construction step. Likewise,
xNT−1 is added second and so on down to xi+1.
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Figure 5.3 Heuristic value calculation using PMM.

Fig. 5.3 depicts the calculation of λail for the l-th path to node i. When the ant selects

the final component of the solution vector, x
(a)
1 , the PMM λa1 actually represents the

complete ML metric (CMM) corresponding to that vector and therefore it is called the

CMM value.
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Figure 5.4 Tree-based model for the detection problem with QPSK / 4QAM in use.
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5.4.2 Tree-Based Search Model

The detection problem can also be interpreted as a tree search problem with a total of

(NT + 1) levels (the topmost level-0 only containing the root node) and |χ| branches

originating from each node. A sample graph of the problem is depicted in Fig. 5.4.

In this tree, i-th level corresponds to all the possibilities for the signal xi. Solution

construction is visualized as artificial ants performing a random walk over this tree

starting from the root node down to the NT -th level of the search tree.

Starting from the root node, the a-th ant probabilistically selects one out of |χ| available

immediate descendant nodes. The transition probability of the a-th ant to the l-th child

node, paNT l (where l = 1, 2 . . . |χ|), is calculated based on the pheromone strength, τNT l,

on the branch joining the two nodes and the associated heuristic value, ηNT l. The

heuristic value ηNT l for the first element of the candidate solution is calculated using

(5.12) and (5.10) and a method for calculating pail is explained in the next section.

Level-i
i
x

)1(χ )2(χ )3(χ )4(χ

a

i1λ
a

i2λ
a

i3λ
a

i4λ

a

i 1+λ

Figure 5.5 PMM computation for the |χ| = 4 nodes at the i-th level for QPSK / 4QAM.

After selecting the NT -th element of the partial solution vector xa
NT

=
[
xaNT

]T
, the

a-th ant resides at one of the nodes at level-1 of the search tree. The next transition to

a node at level-2 results in selection of the (NT − 1)-th element of the solution vector.

This produces an updated partial candidate solution vector xa
NT−1 =

[
xaNT−1 x

a
NT

]T
,

where xai ∈ χ represents a probable solution for the signal emitted by the i-th source.

To evaluate the transition probability pa(NT−1)l, the heuristic value is calculated using
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(5.11) and the PMM value of λaNT
which is already evaluated while calculating the

heuristic value of the NT -th element. The PMM evaluation by the a-th ant at the i-th

level of the search tree is depicted in Fig 5.5 while the child node selection based on

the pheromone strength and the heuristic value is shown in Fig. 5.6.

Level-i
ix

)1(χ )2(χ )3(χ )4(χ

),( 111 iiip τη←

),( 222 iiip τη← ),( 333 iiip τη←

),( 444 iiip τη←

Level-(i-1)

Figure 5.6 Transition probability calculation using the pheromone and the heuristic value for QPSK
/ 4QAM.

The solution construction process by the a-th ant continues in a similar manner until

it arrives at the leaf node corresponding to the signal emitted by the first transmitter.

At this point the entire candidate solution vector has been built by the a-th ant, i.e.

xa =
[
xa1 x

a
2 . . . x

a
NT

]T
.

Note that the computational complexity of our algorithm is already much less due to

the recursive nature of the algorithm and the way the solution is constructed using

only a limited number of ants (i.e. A ≪ |χ|NT ). Furthermore, each ant is allowed to

construct an entire solution vector before passing control to the next ant. By doing

this, the ants producing bad solutions are pruned out at early stages, which results

in a significant reduction in the complexity. To elaborate this point further, we state

the following property regarding the PMM value of the a-th ant during the solution

construction process.

Property-I: The PMM value of the a-th ant at the i-th node in the search tree is a

non-decreasing function of the partial candidate solution vector.

. . . ≥ λai (x
a
i ) ≥ λai+1

(
xa
i+1

)
≥ . . . (5.13)
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where xa
i =

[
xai xa

i+1

]
for i = NT , . . . , 1 and xa

NT+1 = ϕ (here ϕ denote an empty set).

Based on this property, the ant pruning strategy can be implemented as follows:

• At the start of the algorithm, when the first ant completes its turn, it copies its

CMM value into a global variable ϱ which serves as a reference value for the ants

to follow. This can be stated as

ϱ = λ11. (5.14)

• All the succeeding ants compare their PMM value (at every level of the search

tree) with ϱ. If any of the ant’s PMM values happen to be greater than this

value, the ant ceases its execution, and passes control to the next ant. Consider

the a-th ant at the i-th level of the tree during the solution construction process.

At this place, its PMM value λai is compared with the ϱ as

if λai ≤ ϱ then

process the child nodes;

else

abort construction process;

end (5.15)

• If the a-th ant manages to construct a solution vector with a CMM value less

than ϱ, an update is performed on ϱ and its new value is set equal to the CMM

value of the current ant.

ϱ = λa1. (5.16)

• The next ant then starts its solution construction process with the same branch

and bound strategy.

The search process continues until all the ants finish their execution (a = 1, 2 . . . A).
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5.5 TRANSITION PROBABILITY AND PHEROMONE UPDATE

We now develop the transition probability calculation and the pheromone update strat-

egy for the algorithm. This is performed according to the Max-Min Ant System

(MMAS) algorithm4.

5.5.1 Transition Probability

The algorithm starts with the initialization of the (|χ| ×NT ) pheromone array, τ . With

i = NT , the a-th ant calculates the heuristic desirability values ηaNT l associated with the

first signal to be detected using (5.12). The ant then chooses the l-th path to node-NT

(i.e. it selects x
(a)
NT

= xl) with probability

paNT l =
(τNT l)

α ·
(
ηaNT l

)β
∑|χ|

k=1 (τNT k)
α ·
(
ηaNT k

)β , (5.17)

where τNT l is the pheromone strength on the l-th path and the parameters α and β are

ACO parameters for controlling the heuristic desirability and the pheromone strengths,

respectively. The PMM of the chosen path becomes the current PMM, λ
(a)
NT

, which is

used in heuristic value calculation of the next signal. During the i-th step, the ant

calculates the heuristic value ηail associated with the i-th component of the candidate

solution vector using (5.11). It then chooses the l-th path to node-i with probability

pail =
(τil)

α · (ηail)
β∑|χ|

k=1 (τik)
α ·
(
ηaik
)β . (5.18)

To illustrate the computation of the heuristic value using PMM during the search

process, an example of an Nt = Nr = 4 system is shown in Fig. 5.7.

5.5.2 Pheromone Update

After solution construction is complete, each successful ant deposits a length Nt can-

didate solution vector into the candidate list L̄ along with its associated CMM value.

4Appendix B presents a detailed account of MMAS algorithm for the interested readers.
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Figure 5.7 PMM generation on a graph during the detection process for a NT = NR = 4 system.

This list consists of a maximum of
∣∣L̄∣∣ = A candidate vectors. The vector with the

minimum CMM value is designated as the iteration’s best solution, x†, and is kept

along with its CMM value Λ† which is calculated as

Λ† = min
a
λ
(a)
1 . (5.19)

We now describe how the global best solution, x‡, is updated based on x†. If the

algorithm is performing its first search iteration then x‡ = x† and the CMM of x‡ is

Λ‡ = Λ†. (5.20)

In later iterations, the CMM values of the current global best solution and iteration

best solution are compared and the one with the smallest value is declared to be the

new global best solution

x‡ =


x‡, if Λ‡ <= Λ†

x†, if Λ‡ > Λ†
(5.21)

and

Λ‡ = min(Λ‡,Λ†). (5.22)

Next, the pheromone update phase starts with the intention of modifying τ . This
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is done in a manner that reflects the experience of the ants about the search space.

Generally, the paths corresponding to the regions of the search space offering more

promising candidate solutions are promoted by incrementing their pheromone strength.

In the ACO literature, there are various algorithm-specific strategies for modifying the

pheromone along the paths traversed by the ants. In MMAS, the pheromone is updated

by either the ant that produces the iteration best solution or the ant corresponding

to the global best solution. We use the iteration best strategy to update τ which is

carried out in two steps. In the first step, pheromone evaporation is performed as [86]

τmn = (1− ρ) τmn, ∀ (m,n), (5.23)

where ρ is the pheromone evaporation rate. In MMAS, ρ is assigned a small value so

that the entire search space is thoroughly explored to find better solutions. We use

ρ = 0.02 as suggested in [86]. In the second step, the pheromone is deposited along

the edges corresponding to the iteration best solution, x†. This is done in proportion

to the fitness value of x† obtained in (5.19) as [86]

τmn = τmn +∆τ †mn, (5.24)

where

∆τ †mn =
1

Λ† , (m,n) ∈ x†. (5.25)

Moreover in MMAS, it is ensured that the pheromone values corresponding to each path

are kept inside a particular interval [τmin, τmax]. This implies τmn can assume a mini-

mum value of τmin, (∀m, n) and it cannot exceed the maximum value of τmax, (∀m, n)

at all times. The maximum possible pheromone value τmax is defined using ρ and (5.19)

as [86]

τmax =
1

ρ · Λ† . (5.26)

It is important to note that the initial values of the pheromone on all the paths are set

equal to τmax, i.e. τ 0 = τmax ·1, where 1 is an all ones matrix with the same dimensions

as τ . Using the maximum pheromone value τmax stated in (5.26) and another MMAS
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algorithm parameter a0 [86], the minimum pheromone value τmin can be computed as

τmin =
τmax

a0
. (5.27)

The parameter a0 is defined as

a0 =
(NT − 1) NT

√
pbest

1− NT
√
pbest

, (5.28)

where pbest is the probability of generating a best solution when the solution has con-

verged. A suitable value for pbest is recommended as 0.05 in [96].

To justify the use of the iteration best strategy for pheromone updating, note that if the

update is performed by the ant corresponding to the global best solution, then higher

pheromone values will be accumulated along the corresponding edges and the edges in

the neighborhood. This will bias the search process within the first few search stages /

iterations by restricting the focus to a subspace (in the neighborhood of the global best

solution) of the ML search space. Also, when the global best solution is not the same as

the optimum solution, the detector can possibly get stuck in a local minimum. On the

other hand, when using the iteration best strategy, there is a likelihood of a different

iteration best solution each time. Hence, more edges will contain larger pheromone

levels and the search will be less directed to a specific region for a few more initial

iterations. This can help the detector avoid convergence to a local minimum.

Finally, for exploring the regions of the search space corresponding to a small probabil-

ity of being searched, the pheromone trails are occasionally reinitialized in the MMAS

algorithm. This reinitialization takes place only if the algorithm is unable to produce

an improved solution after a given number of search stages / iterations. The maximum

pheromone level, τmax, is used to reinitialize τ as follows

τ = τmax · 1. (5.29)
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Figure 5.8 Construction of a 16-QAM symbol through addition of two QPSK symbols.

5.6 HIGHER ORDER MODULATIONS: THE |χ|-ARY QAM

To improve spectral efficiency and achieve higher data rates, the transmitted signal

can be chosen from a higher order modulation. We now explain the application of the

proposed ACO assisted detection technique when the transmitted signals are chosen

from a |χ|-ary QAM, where |χ| = 2b and b is an even number greater than 2. Following

the results presented in [98], any |χ|-ary square QAM signal x can be expressed as a

linear combination of b
2 QPSK constellations as

x =

b
2
−1∑

l=1

(
2l√
2

)
xl, (5.30)

where xl ∈ χq and χq is a QPSK signal constellation. As an example, the construction

of a 16-QAM symbol using two QPSK symbols is illustrated in Fig. 5.8.

Using this idea, a cochannel system withNT transmitted signals, each chosen from a |χ|-

ary modulation, can be decomposed into an equivalent system having b
2NT transmitted

signals each belonging to a QPSK modulation. For the purpose of demonstration, when

|χ| = 16 and b = 4, the 16-QAM transmitted signal vector x can be written as [99, 100]

x =
√
2x1 +

1√
2
x2, (5.31)
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where x1 ∈ χNT
q and x2 ∈ χNT

q . Substituting (5.31) back into (5.1), the received signal

vector becomes

y = Hx+ ν

= H

(√
2x1 +

1√
2
x2

)
+ ν

=
√
2Hx1 +

1√
2
Hx2 + ν

=

[
√
2H 1√

2
H

]x1

x2

+ ν

= H̄x̄+ ν (5.32)

where the matrix H̄ ∈ CNR×2NT and the vector x̄ ∈ χ2NT
q are defined as

H̄ =

[
√
2H 1√

2
H

]
and x̄ =

x1

x2

 (5.33)

respectively. After performing the Cholesky decomposition on H̄ and defining the

modified ML criteria as in (5.7), the problem can be represented as a tree with a total

of (2NT + 1) levels. Hence, the proposed detection algorithm in Section 5.5 can now

be easily applied to (5.32) with 16-QAM signals replaced with the QPSK signals.

5.7 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We now discuss the computational complexity of the algorithms. It is important to

mention that the complexity expressions derived in this section are approximate. Exact

algorithmic complexity also depends on factors such as the number of comparisons,

memory and the processing capabilities. Before proceeding with the derivation, general

rules about the conversion from complex number figures to real number figures are

introduced.
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5.7.1 Complex-to-Real Conversions

We begin with the complex addition (CA) operation when two complex numbers z1

and z2 are added. Suppose z1 = x1 + jy1 and z2 = x2 + jy2, then from knowledge of

elementary complex numbers

z1 + z2 = (x1 + jy1) + (x2 + jy2) = (x1 + x2) + j(y1 + y2). (5.34)

Clearly, one complex addition is equivalent to two real additions. Secondly, a complex

multiplication (CM) can be written as

z1 z2 = (x1 + jy1) (x2 + jy2) = (x1x2 − y1y2) + j(x1y2 + x2y1). (5.35)

Thus a complex multiplication requires four real multiplications and two real additions

according to (5.35). Also, multiplication of a real scalar number c and a complex

number z = x + jy results in two real multiplications. Finally, the absolute value

squared of z can be expressed as

|z|2 = x2 + y2 = x x+ y y. (5.36)

This shows that the absolute value operation on a complex number costs two real

multiplications and one real addition. To summarize the results in this section Table

5.1 present a summary of the conversions of complex operations to real operations. It

is assumed that z1, z2 and z are complex while c is a real scalar number.

Table 5.1 Conversion from complex to real operations

Operands Operation Real Multiplications Real Additions

1 z1, z2 Multiplication (z1z2) 4 2
c, z2 Multiplication (cz2) 2 -

2 z1, z2 Addition (z1 + z2) - 2

3 z Absolute Value (|z|2) 2 1
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5.7.2 Upper Bound on Complexity

In ACO, each ant has to recursively calculate the PMM metric using (5.11) and (5.12),

which represent most of the computational expenses. Note that due to the adaptive ant

strategy employed by the ACO algorithm, exact closed form expressions are not possible

for the number of additions and multiplications. Instead, the expressions derived in

this section serve as an upper-bound on the complexity of the proposed algorithm. The

average complexity figures reported in the results section are obtained from computer

simulations and are lower than the values resulting from these bounds. This shows

the benefit of terminating the ants as soon as it is clear they cannot produce a better

solution.

Complexity for QPSK / 4-QAM Modulation

In this section, all the transmitted signals are assumed to be QPSK modulated and

the complexity expressions are developed accordingly. A discussion on the higher order

modulations is presented in the next section.

To have a clear understanding of the computational complexity, we express the PMM

calculation for the construction of an entire candidate solution vector as

λNT l = |uNTNT
(xl − x̃NT

)|2 . (5.37)

λil = λi+1 + |ψi + uii (xl − x̃i)|2 , i = NT − 1, NT − 2 . . . 1 (5.38)

where

ψi =

NT∑
j=i+1

uij (xj − x̃j) , i = NT − 1, NT − 2 . . . 1. (5.39)

Recalling that the entries on the main diagonal of the matrix U are real, a closer look

at (5.37) reveals that it requires 4 |χ| real multiplications and 3 |χ| real additions (4

real multiplications and 3 real additions each time xl takes a value from χ).

For the computation of PMM at the i-th recursive step using (5.38), it is assumed that

the NT −i factors (xj − x̃j) appearing in the summation in (5.39) are already computed

in the last NT − i recursive steps and can therefore be used. Also the whole term ψi
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remains constant for all the hypothesized values of xl in (5.38). Therefore, i-th recursive

computation of the PMM in (5.38) requires 4 |χ|+ 4 (NT − i) real multiplications and

6 |χ|+2 (NT − i)+2 (NT − i− 1) real additions. Adding all these gives the complexity

of the calculations performed by a single ant to construct the entire candidate solution

vector, namely 4NT |χ|+2NT (NT − 1) real multiplications and 3 (2NT + 1) |χ|+2(NT−

1)2 real additions. Since there are A ants searching for the solution in a total of I ACO

iterations, the overall complexity becomes

R+
ACO =

[
3 (2NT + 1) |χ|+ 2(NT − 1)2

]
AI (5.40)

R×
ACO = [4NT |χ|+ 2NT (NT − 1)]AI, (5.41)

where R+
ACO and R×

ACO denote the number of real addition and multiplication opera-

tions associated with the ACO detection, respectively.

Complexity for Higher Order QAM

As explained in Section 5.6, a multi-antenna system where the NT transmitted signals

are chosen from a |χ| = 2b-ary QAM, can be represented by an equivalent system

with b
2NT QPSK transmitted signals. The equivalence is demonstrated in (5.33) for a

system employing 16-QAM signalling. Using (5.33), the problem can be represented

by a tree with (2NT + 1) levels (since b = 4 for 16-QAM modulations). The topmost

level contains only the root node. Each of the nodes has four child nodes except for the

nodes at the bottom most level called the leaf nodes. An ant begins the search process

at the root node and travels down towards the leaf nodes thus selecting a particular

component of the solution vector at each level based on its transition probability5.

For a general |χ| = 2b-ary QAM, each ant has to walk through a total of
(
b
2NT + 1

)
levels on the QPSK based tree to build a complete candidate solution. From the point

5Explained in detail in Section 5.4.
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of view of complexity, this translates into the following expressions

R̄+
ACO =

[
3 (bNT + 1) |χ|+ 1

2
(bNT − 2)2

]
AI (5.42)

R̄×
ACO =

[
2bNT |χ|+ b

2
NT (bNT − 2)

]
AI, (5.43)

where R̄+
ACO and R̄×

ACO respectively denote the required number of real addition and

multiplication operations.

Table 5.2 Number of Real Multiplications for various Detection Techniques

Algorithm No. of Real Multiplications

1 ML R×
ML = (4NRNT + 4NR) |χ|NT

2 MMSE R×
MMSE = 4NT

(
N2

T + 2NRNT +NR

)
3 ACO (QPSK Modulation) R×

ACO = [4NT |χ|+ 2NT (NT − 1)]AI

4 ACO (|χ|-ary Modulation) R̄×
ACO =

[
2bNT |χ|+ b

2NT (bNT − 2)
]
AI

Table 5.2 presents a summary of the approximate computational complexity in terms

of number of real multiplications (RM) for the MMSE, ML and the ACO detection

algorithms. Similarly, the complexity in terms of real additions (RA) is provided in

Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Number of Real Additions for various Detection Techniques

Algorithm No. of Real Additions

1 ML R+
ML = (4NRNT + 4NR − 2) |χ|NT

2 MMSE R+
MMSE = 4NT

(
N2

T + 2NRNT +NR

)
3 ACO (QPSK Modulation) R+

ACO =
[
3 (2NT + 1) |χ|+ 2(NT − 1)2

]
AI

4 ACO (|χ|-ary Modulation) R̄+
ACO =

[
3 (bNT + 1) |χ|+ 1

2(bNT − 2)2
]
AI

Note that the a-th ant aborts the solution construction process if its PMM value at

the i-th level of the search tree, λai > ϱ. In this case, the PMM computations from

level-i down to level-1 are not performed, which results in computational savings. This

actually forms the basis of complexity reduction in our developed scheme.

5.8 SIMULATION RESULTS

We now present simulation results of the detection schemes operating under frequency-

flat fading channel conditions. Perfect CSI is assumed at the receiver. Due to hard
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symbol detection based recursive specifications of the proposed ACO assisted detec-

tor, I = 1, is used in all the considered cases. Simulation parameters for the results

presented in this section are summarized in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 Detector parameters used in simulations

NT NR A I Modulation, |χ|
Fig. 5.9 8 5 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 1 4-QAM

Fig. 5.10 8 5 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 1 4-QAM

Fig. 5.11 8 4 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 1 4-QAM

Fig. 5.12 8 4 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 1 4-QAM

Fig. 5.13 9 6 5000, 15000, 30000, 60000 1 4-QAM

Fig. 5.14 9 6 5000, 15000, 30000, 60000 1 4-QAM

Fig. 5.15 4 3 1000, 2000, 5000, 8000, 10000 1 16-QAM

Fig. 5.16 4 2 1000, 2000, 5000, 8000, 10000 1 16-QAM

First, we consider an overloaded cochannel system with NT = 8 transmitted signals

and NR = 5 receive antennas having a load factor of LF = 1.60. All the transmitted

signals are assumed to be QPSK modulated. Fig. 5.9 depicts the BER performance

comparison of ML, MMSE, and ACO. Under the assumed overloaded situation, the

MMSE detector shows severe performance degradation in comparison to the ML de-

tector and is therefore unusable. On the other hand, it is clearly evident that the

proposed ACO based detection technique is capable of achieving ML performance with

a sufficient number of ants. The number of ants can be varied to provide a range of

performance-complexity tradeoffs. In Fig. 5.10, BER performance is shown for a vary-

ing number of ants, A, at an SNR of γ = 16dB. It can be seen that the ACO detector

achieves the performance of ML detection by employing A = 10000 ants when only one

iteration is used.

Table 5.5 Complexity Comparison (NT = 8, NR = 5, |χ| = 4)

Average No. of Real Multiplications % Comparison with ML and GA

ACO ML GA [10] ML GA [10]

A = 1000 1.13E5 1.18E7 2.21E6 0.96% 5.12%
A = 2000 2.23E5 1.18E7 2.21E6 1.89% 10.08%
A = 5000 3.73E5 1.18E7 2.21E6 3.16% 16.84%
A = 10000 6.77E5 1.18E7 2.21E6 5.73% 30.59%
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Figure 5.9 Performance of NT = 8, NR = 5 cochannel system employing QPSK modulation.
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Figure 5.10 Performance of NT = 8, NR = 5 cochannel system at γ = 16dB.

Table 5.5 provides approximate complexity figures in terms of the number of real mul-

tiplications, R×, along with the percentage comparison of the proposed ACO detection
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technique with ML and the existing GA based approach in [10]. Again, it can be seen

that ACO detection achieves the performance of ML detection with 94.27% complexity

savings. Furthermore, it is shown in [10] that the GA requires G = 12 generations and

a population size of P = 1024 in order to achieve performance close to that of ML

detection. This results in a P ×G = 1024× 12 = 12288 evaluations of the so called fit-

ness function in (5.5). One such evaluation requires (4NRNT +4NR− 2) real additions

and (4NRNT + 4NR) real multiplications. Hence, the GA approach results in a total

of (4NRNT +4NR− 2)PG real additions and (4NRNT +4NR)PG real multiplications,

respectively. Table 5.5 also shows that ACO assisted detection for overloaded sys-

tems outperforms GA based detection in terms of complexity with 69.41% complexity

savings in comparison to the GA approach proposed in [10].

Fig. 5.11 presents the results for a more heavily overloaded system with NT = 8

cochannel signals chosen from a QPSK modulation. The receiver at the base-station is

assumed to be employing NR = 4 antennas which increases the system load factor to

LF = 2.00. Here again it can be observed that the performance of the ACO algorithm

approaches that of ML with a sufficient number of ants. In Fig. 5.12, performance

of the same system at an SNR of 18dB with a varying number of ants is shown. The

detection converges to that of ML as the number of ants is increased.

Another set of results in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 show the performance of a cochannel

system with NT = 9 transmitted signals and a receiver employing NR = 6 receive

antennas. The load factor in this case is LF = 1.50. Again, each transmitter uses

QPSK modulation for the purpose of signalling. It can be seen that the performance

of our proposed algorithm approaches that of ML as the number of ants is increased.

Note that more ants are required for this larger system to achieve ML performance,

namely A = 60000. Although, as shown there are a range of complexity performance

tradeoff options available.

In Fig. 5.15, the error-rate performance of an overloaded system with NT = 4 trans-

mitted signals is depicted. All the signals are chosen from a 16-QAM modulation. The

receiver employs NR = 3 antennas for reception. The ACO assisted detector achieves

the performance of ML using A = 10000 ants. A more severe overloaded system with
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Figure 5.11 Performance of NT = 8, NR = 4 cochannel system employing QPSK modulation.
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Figure 5.12 Performance of NT = 8, NR = 4 cochannel system at γ = 18dB.
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Figure 5.13 Performance of NT = 9, NR = 6 cochannel system employing QPSK modulation.
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Figure 5.14 Performance of NT = 9, NR = 6 cochannel system at γ = 14dB.
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NR = 2 transmitted signals having a load factor of LF = 2.00 is shown in Fig. 5.16

validating the performance of the developed detector. Percentage complexity compar-

ison between the proposed scheme and the ML detector in terms of required number

of real multiplications is provided in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6 Number of Real Multiplications (NT = 4 in all cases)

ACO Detector ML Detector % ML

NR A R× R×

3 1000 3.56E4 3.93E6 0.91%
3 2000 8.17E4 3.93E6 2.08%
3 5000 1.24E5 3.93E6 3.16%
3 8000 1.66E5 3.93E6 4.22%
3 10000 2.96E5 3.93E6 7.52%

2 1000 2.51E4 2.62E6 0.96%
2 2000 5.86E4 2.62E6 2.23%
2 5000 1.12E5 2.62E6 4.28%
2 8000 1.75E5 2.62E6 6.69%
2 10000 2.18E5 2.62E6 8.30%

5.9 SUMMARY

In this chapter, an integrated framework comprising an ACO metaheuristic and a re-

cursively defined ML search criteria is developed to tackle the signal detection problem

for a multi-antenna cochannel communication system. Transmitted signals are consid-

ered to be chosen from a multilevel modulation. The receiver is capable of handling

overloaded environments and achieves near-ML performance with significantly reduced

complexity.

The proposed receiver consists of a preprocessing stage and a solution construction

phase. The preprocessing stage obtains an MMSE estimate and performs a Cholesky

factorization of the channel matrix. The solution construction phase is then started.

It employs the ACO algorithm and the PMM metric to extract a list of most likely

candidate solution vectors. Graph and tree based models of the proposed algorithm

are presented and the ants adaptation strategy is discussed which plays a key role in

the complexity reduction of the proposed algorithm. Due to the branch and bound
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Figure 5.15 Performance of NT = 4, NR = 3 cochannel system employing 16-QAM modulation.
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Figure 5.16 Performance of NT = 4, NR = 2 cochannel system employing 16-QAM modulation.
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nature of the algorithm, an exact expression for the complexity cannot be determined.

Instead, an upper bound on computational complexity is developed.

The performance is investigated for three different system settings, (i) NT = 8, = NR =

5 corresponding to LF = 1.60 (ii) NT = 8, = NR = 4 corresponding to LF = 2.00 and

(iii) NT = 9, = NR = 6 corresponding to LF = 1.50, all employing QPSK / 4-QAM

signal constellations. It is observed that the proposed technique achieves near-ML

performance in all these cases with significantly reduced computation.

A complete procedure to apply the proposed ACO detector to other square QAM

constellations is also described. The performance results obtained through computer

simulations for two systems with different load factors (i.e. LF = 1.60 and LF = 2.00)

and employing 16-QAM signalling suggest that the detector is capable of achieving

near-ML performance with a significantly reduced complexity.





Chapter 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we have used ACO to develop low-complexity near-optimal detection

techniques for multi-antenna cochannel communication systems. A scenario where mul-

tiple signals are simultaneously transmitted over Rayleigh fading channels is considered

and the receiver is assumed to be operating in an overloaded environment.

The motivation behind the use of ACO algorithms is its successful application to mul-

tiuser detection in CDMA systems, which resulted in several low-complexity detection

techniques offering performance close to that of optimum detection [50–52, 101, 102].

Recently, ACO has been used for near ML detection for MIMO systems [31] where the

received MIMO signal is transformed into an equivalent real-valued representation1 to

formulate the ACO detection algorithm specifically for critically loaded and under-

loaded MIMO antenna system. However, the application of ACO to signal detection

for overloaded conditions is of particular interest and requires special considerations.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 concludes our work on low-complexity

detection approaches and Section 6.3 outlines the proposed future research directions.

6.2 CONCLUSION

An iterative receiver structure for the detection of BPSK modulated cochannel signals

transmitted over frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channels is developed in Chapter 4.

1The real-valued channel matrix is decomposed using QR factorization and an equivalent detection
problem is formed.
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The receiver is composed of two stages, namely preprocessing and iterative solution

construction. In the preprocessing stage, an initial estimate of the transmitted signal

is calculated from the MMSE detector which is used to build an ant moving-pattern

table and to calculate the heuristic information concerning the problem. The iterative

solution construction phase employs the ACO algorithm to extract a list of most likely

candidate solution vectors during each ACO iteration. The ants walk through the

moving-pattern table and probabilistically select one of the two components from each

of its columns based on the associated pheromone strength and the heuristic value.

Furthermore, the refined solution in each iteration is used to construct an updated

moving-pattern table which is used by the ants to build candidate solutions for the

next iteration. The calculation of new heuristic values is also based on the updated

soft signal estimates. The performance of the proposed receiver suggests that it achieves

performance approximately the same as ML detection in critically loaded cases (LF =

1) with significantly reduced complexity. For the challenging case of overload, it still

offers performance close to ML at low to moderate SNR. An error floor at high SNRs

with increasing values of system load factor LF > 1 is observed.

In Chapter 5, we developed an integrated framework comprising of ACO algorithm

and a modified ML search criteria for signal detection in multi-antenna cochannel com-

munication systems. The ML detection metric in Chapter 3 is transformed into an

equivalent metric for fast recursive processing which also has an inherent tree repre-

sentation. The modified computationally efficient ML metric is then integrated with

the ACO algorithm for finding a near-optimal solution. The proposed receiver consists

of preprocessing and solution construction stages. The preprocessing stage obtains an

MMSE estimate and performs a Cholesky factorization of the channel matrix. The so-

lution construction phase then uses the ACO algorithm and the PMM metric to search

for better quality solutions. An upper bound on computational complexity is also de-

veloped. The simulation results for a NT = 8, NR = 5 system employing a QPSK

/ 4-QAM modulation shows that the proposed receiver is capable of approaching ML

performance with complexity less than 10% of ML detector.
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6.3 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The low-complexity signal detection techniques based on ACO algorithms developed

during the course of this research have motivated us to consider some more challenging

and computationally expensive problems which are listed below.

6.3.1 Frequency-Selective Channels

During the literature study, we observed that ACO is not yet applied to the maximum

likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) problem present in time-dispersive multipath

channels. This motivates us to consider extending our developed detection scheme to

more challenging case of frequency-selective channels in the future.

The optimum detection algorithm for frequency-selective systems is presented in [103,

104]. It finds the most likely sequence using dynamic programming approaches. The

complexity for this scheme is linear in block length, but varies exponentially with the

length of the channel and the number of bits per symbol. This suggest that the com-

plexity is high for large channel length and high-level modulations (which are employed

in most of the modern communication systems to gain high spectral efficiencies).

Another straight forward extension of the developed ACO algorithms is to consider

the more computationally expensive problems when multiple cochannel signals are

transmitted in the presence of ISI. The channel between each transmitted signal and

the receive antenna is composed of multiple taps instead of a single complex gain.

Complexity in this case grows exponentially with (i) number of transmitted signals, (ii)

length of the channel and (iii) the number of bits per symbol. To make the problem

more challenging, the receiver can be assumed to be operating under an overloaded

setup.

6.3.2 Coded Systems

We propose to combine the developed ACO detector with forward error correction to

formulate joint detection and decoding algorithms analogous to the list sphere decoder.
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Comparisons with the list sphere decoder will be of most interest [105–108]. Further-

more, we intend to apply ACO for reducing the decoding complexity of capacity ap-

proaching low density parity check (LDPC) error correction codes. It is a well-known

fact that maximum-likelihood decoding of LDPC codes is an NP-complete problem

[109], which necessitates development of reduced complexity decoding approaches in

this area.

6.3.3 Joint Channel Estimation and Data Detection

Multi-antenna wireless communication systems that only estimate the channel before

actual information transmission begins, rely on the assumption that the channel re-

mains constant for a considerable duration of time. On the contrary, if the channel

fading process exhibit rapid variations, the training and channel tracking based ap-

proaches may become infeasible from a practical implementation perspective. An al-

ternate approach in such scenarios is to perform joint channel estimation and signal

detection. The optimal approach in this case has an exponential complexity in the

problem dimension and thus requires low-complexity near-optimum alternatives. We

therefore propose to apply the ACO algorithms to develop such reduced complexity

approaches.

6.3.4 Antenna Selection

In certain MIMO systems, the number of receive chains NC are less than the number of

receive antennas NR at the receiver (NC < NR). For such systems, the receiver scans

the NR receiver antennas and only selects a subset NC of them for further processing.

The optimal receive antenna selection requires the receiver to find a sub-matrix HC

(containing only NC rows) of the NR × NT channel matrix H such that the channel

capacity is maximized. A brute force solution is to evaluate the channel capacity

expression for all the NC × NT sub-matrices of H and select the one which produces

the maximum output. The complexity of this technique is however a bottleneck toward

its practical implementation. Antenna selection is also employed in distributed and
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cooperative systems to extend the performance of conventional systems. We therefore

list antenna selection problems for future research.

6.3.5 Cooperative Diversity Systems

Finally, the idea of cooperative diversity can be employed to convert a severely over-

loaded system into a reasonably overloaded or a critically loaded system with the help

of relays and then standard ACO based MUD algorithms can be applied. This idea is

novel in itself as no effort is made in this direction yet.





Appendix A

THE GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR SIGNAL DETECTION IN
OVERLOADED COCHANNEL SYSTEMS

A.1 INTRODUCTION

Due to a generic framework, Genetic Algorithm (GAs) are capable of solving a wide

range of complex problems. Some of the applications include data mining [110], rout-

ing [111–113], artificial neural networks [114, 115] and multiuser detection in CDMA

systems [43, 46, 116].

As outlined in [83], a typical GA must have the following components:

• An initialization step for creating some guessed solutions to the problem. Each

guess is termed an individual while the collection of guesses is called a population.

• A mean for evaluating the goodness of the individuals / solutions produced during

the optimization process, which is called the fitness evaluation metric / function.

• A method for mixing the portions of the good solutions to create new and better

solutions, called the crossover.

• An operation to retain diversity in the produced solutions, referred to asmutation.

• A method to preserve the best known solutions, called elitism.

A.2 THE GENETIC ENGINE

Structurally, a GA employs an evolutionary processing engine which repeatedly carries

out a series of steps for the given optimization problem until either convergence is
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Figure A.1 Genetic Processing Engine.

reached or a termination criteria is met. A flowchart of the GA detector is shown in

Fig. A.1 and each of the components is now briefly discussed.

A.2.1 Initialization

The algorithm begins by initializing a population, P =
{
x̄1, x̄2 . . . x̄PT

}
, comprised

of PT individuals each of which is a vector of length NT , x̄p =
[
x̄p1, x̄

p
2 . . . x̄

p
NT

]T
,

representing a candidate solution to the detection problem. The j-th component of the

p-th individual, x̄pj , is the estimate of the j-th transmitted signal1 and can be expressed

as a binary string of length bNT called alleles, where b = log2 |χ|, is the number of bits

per symbol.

The initialized population can either be biased or unbiased. In the case of an unbiased

initialization, the candidate solutions are picked randomly from the solution space.

This helps in maximizing the solution diversity in the initial population. On the other

hand, the initial population can also be biased by generating it through the mutation of

1Therefore it belongs to a particular signal modulation.
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a seed. The seed is obtained with the help of an a priori guess concerning the optimum

solution.

A.2.2 Fitness Evaluation

The fitness evaluation is performed using a fitness metric to calculate a fitness value2

once after the initialization phase and then for every new generation formed after the

mutation process as shown in Fig. A.1. The fitness value is an indicator of the goodness

of the generated solutions. The fitness metric for signal detection is defined as

Λp (x̄
p) = ∥y −Hx̄p∥2 , p = 1, 2 . . . PT , (A.1)

which can also be written as (3.11)

Λp (x̄
p) =

NR∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣yi −
NT∑
j=1

hij x̄
p
j

∣∣∣∣∣∣ , p = 1, 2 . . . .PT . (A.2)

The fitter candidate solutions correspond to smaller values of the fitness, Λp (x̄
p).

A.2.3 Selection

After the completion of the fitness evaluation step, a set of PT fitness values {Λp (x̄
p)}PT

p=1

is generated. These fitness values are first sorted in ascending order of magnitude and

then a mating pool of size SP is created by selecting the solutions corresponding to

first SP fitness values3. A key design challenge here is specifying a value of SP that not

only delivers sufficient diversity in the solutions to be created for the next generation,

but can also expedite the convergence process.

A.2.4 Crossover

Once the best known individuals are chosen through selection, they serve as parents

for producing offsprings. In crossover, a pair of parents is randomly selected and their

2This is done for each of the candidate solutions.
3Note that these fitness values correspond to the best SP solutions in the current generation.
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alleles are interchanged at randomly chosen locations to form two new individuals which

belong to the new generation.

A.2.5 Mutation

The new individuals of the current generation just produced are subjected to mutation

immediately after crossover. In mutation, the individuals are allowed to invert their

alleles with a certain probability which is termed mutation probability, pm. It is impor-

tant to mention here that the mutation operation is critical to the success of GA’s as

it guarantees adequate diversity in the newly formed population which helps to avoid

the algorithm getting trapped in a local minimum region.

A.2.6 Elitism

The crossover and mutation operations improve the average fitness of populations, but

they do not guarantee preservation of good solutions having better fitness values from

one generation to the next. To avoid this, some of the best known solutions in the

current generation are taken to the next generation under the process of elitism.

A.2.7 Termination

The GA evaluates the termination criteria once the elitism process is over. It can either

continue by returning to the selection step or it can stop execution if the termination

criteria is met. Termination can occur either when the total number of generations GT

are processed or convergence has been reached.
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A TUTORIAL ON ANT-COLONY OPTIMIZATION

B.1 INTRODUCTION

The existence of ants on earth dates back to around 100 million years ago with an

approximated population of 10 thousand trillion [117, 118]. Ants are social insects living

in the form of colonies with sizes ranging from 30 individuals to millions of individuals

per colony. Apparently simple insects, but their tendency to behave intelligently when

in groups have captured the attention of researchers and scientists to investigate and

better understand their working mechanisms. Some of the complex collective behaviors

exhibited by the ant colonies include their foraging ability, division of labor, cooperative

support and self assembly [117]. It is interesting to note that most of their functional

matters are self-organized without any central control. The ants use an indirect form

of communication, called stigmergy, through which they communicate with each other

by modifying their surroundings (e.g. a foraging ant deposits a chemical on the path it

follows). Upon sensing the environment, each individual performs a simple probabilistic

action (which is biased by the chemical deposited on the ground in the case of a foraging

ant). When observed collectively over a certain time duration these actions appear

highly structured with some interesting outcomes (e.g. formation of the shortest path

between the nest and the food source).

This idea of self-organization and distributed control for efficiently solving real-world

problems in ants lead researchers to develop artificial ant colony based algorithms

to solve mathematical optimization problems. For this purpose, artificial agents are

developed having capabilities of performing some basic random operations along with
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artificial stigmergy to facilitate communication among them.

This chapter presents fundamental concepts and terminologies associated with ant

colony optimization (ACO). The reader should be aware of the fact that the mate-

rial presented in the remainder of this chapter make frequent use of [86] which serves

as a more comprehensive treatment of the ACO metaheuristic. Section B.2 discusses

the foraging ability of natural ants with the help of an experimental setup. The trans-

formation from real to artificial ants for optimization purposes is also introduced. In

Section B.3, the notion of combinatorial optimization is introduced and its importance

is explained. An ACOmetaheuristic is explained and the associated framework is briefly

discussed in Section B.4. Ant colony based mathematical optimization algorithms are

specified in Section B.5. Finally, Section B.6 presents the chapter summary.

B.2 REAL ANTS AND THE SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM

The visual ability of many of the real ant species is so weak that they can be classi-

fied as either completely blind or semiblind [86]. Earlier investigations into the ants’

behavior have revealed the fact that the communication between them is accomplished

by secreting certain chemicals, called pheromones, into the environment. Ants have a

built in ability to sense these pheromone and thus can extract the contained message

which can be [119] (i) an alert to other ants about a potential danger, (ii) an assembly

call, (iii) identifying ants, (iv) marking the colony’s boundary, (v) marking the path

followed by ants from nest to the food source and (vi) calling for help when in need.

Among all these, the foraging behavior using which ants are able to efficiently find a

shortest path between the nest and the food source is of special importance from the

optimization perspective.

To study the foraging behavior of ants, controlled experiments were designed and con-

ducted in [120, 121]. Two different paths were made available to the ants1 to move

between the ant nest and the food source. The length of one of the two available paths

was changed each time the experiment was performed. Initially, the ants releasing

1To be specific, the behavior of Argentine ant species Iridomyrmex humilis was investigated in these
experiments.
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from the nest randomly chose one of the two alternate paths to move in the direction

of food. However, over a period of time, an interesting behavior (where all the ants

employed a common pheromone trail) was observed which lead in the formation of a

shortest path by the ants between the nest and food source. The experiments not only

successfully demonstrated the intelligent behavior of ants but also helped in developing

a theoretical model (based on transition probabilities) governing the ants’ movement

and path construction strategy. With the help of computer simulations, the developed

probabilistic model was shown to be similar to the mechanism followed by the real ants.

This provided motivation to develop ant colony based algorithms to solve various en-

gineering optimization problems.

B.3 COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION

Combinatorial optimization (CO) field is concerned with finding an optimal object

(from a finite set of all the available objects) by evaluating the fitness of each of the

object using a known objective function. Most of the CO problems arising in the field

of engineering and sciences are nondeterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard), i.e.

the optimal solution cannot be found within polynomially bounded computational time

[88]. It is important to note that the MUD problem we are dealing in this thesis requires

an exhaustive search in a |χ|NT space to find an optimal solution and thus cannot be

completed in polynomial time i.e. the combinatorial problem of finding the most likely

transmitted signal vector is NP-hard in the number of transmitted signals [122].

To solve such NP-hard optimization problems in real time, problem-specific methods

are often used which are able to find reasonably better suboptimal solutions in less

time. The algorithms based on this methodology are often classified as heuristics. In

contrast, a relatively newer category of optimization algorithms known as metaheuris-

tics have emerged over the past couple of decades as a simple yet effective alternative.

A metaheuristic is a combination of concepts and rules which can solve a wide range of

optimization problems by exploiting the underlying heuristics of the problem. Meta-

heuristic optimization techniques have better likelihood of finding high-quality solutions
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to hard problems in a time-efficient manner [86].

B.4 THE ACO METAHEURISTIC

Earlier investigations and theoretical findings on behavioral aspects of social insects lead

to the development of some powerful metaheuristic optimization techniques. Among

many of those, ant colony optimization (ACO) have emerged as a popular CO opti-

mization technique. ACO is based on the collective social behavior which follows the

survival of whole colony of ants rather than survival of an individual.

In ACO, the notion of artificial ants along with the artificial stigmergic model is de-

signed to tackle a given optimization problem. An artificial ant or simply an ant is

modeled as a computational entity or agent which probabilistically creates a solution

to the problem. To construct a solution, the metaheuristic uses incremental strategy

where solution components2 are added one after the other to a partially constructed

solution. Before applying the ACO metaheuristic, it is important to understand the

available heuristics and represent the problem in a consistent form.

With every minimization or maximization problem P, there is an associated triplet

(S, f,Ω), where

• S is the set of candidate solutions.

• f is the objective function that assigns a cost or fitness value to each of the

candidate solution in S.

• Ω is a set of constraints.

This information is used to specify an appropriate expression for the heuristic informa-

tion, pheromone update rule and the transition probability.

A generic framework of ACO metaheuristic is shown in Fig. B.1. A set of solution

components and pheromone model are derived from the given CO problem. The ACO

engine repeatedly performs the solution construction process to build solutions and

evaluate their fitness values. The pheromone update task modifies the pheromone

2Note that each of the solution component is chosen from the entire set of available options.
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depending on the fitness values of the constructed solution. This iterative process

stops when the termination criteria has reached.

CO

Problem

Solution

Components

Pheromone

Model

Solution

Construction

Pheromone

Trail Update

Pheromone

Initialization

ACO Engine

Figure B.1 Algorithmic framework of the ACO metaheuristic [13].

B.5 ANT BASED ALGORITHMS

The general procedure shown in Fig. B.1 specifies the ACO metaheuristic without

providing the detailed internal working mechanism of the ACO engine which includes

the specification of the probabilistic action choice rule and the pheromone update

mechanism. In general, these details vary among the different ACO algorithms. To be

specific, some of the main ACO algorithms which are used in MUD problem3 are:

• Ant System (AS).

• MAX-MIN Ant System (MMAS).

• Ant Colony System (ACS).

The success of AS algorithm [95, 123], which is the first ant-based optimization algo-

rithm provided motivation to the researchers to further explore and investigate the area.

As a result, new and refined MMAS and ACS algorithms [96, 124–126] emerged based

on the AS algorithm with certain modifications. For a detailed and comprehensive

coverage of these algorithms, the reader is referred to [86].

3Note that these algorithms were originally proposed for the traveling salesman problem (TSP).
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B.6 SUMMARY

The chapter began with a demonstration of the foraging behavior of natural ants with

the help of a set of experiments. The probabilistic model derived from these experi-

ments provided motivations for developing the notion of artificial ants and ant based

optimization algorithms. The notion of NP-hard CO problem is explained and the

need of devising low complexity suboptimum algorithms is emphasized. As a potential

candidate, ACO metaheuritic approach is introduced. In the end, some of the ACO

based algorithms are specified which include AS, MMAS and ACS.
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